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Magnetoelectric (ME) composites can be produced by placing magnetostrictive particles in a 
piezoelectric-matrix.  Ferrite magnetostrictive (H) particles, if allowed to percolate, can short the potential 
difference generated in the piezoelectric (E) phase.   This work focuses on modeling an ME composite as 
bi-disperse hard shells with the magnetostrictive H particles scaled to 100nm where particle dynamics is 
used to explore relationships among relative particle size, particle affinity, and electrical percolation with 
the goal of maximizing the percolation threshold.  It was found that the two factors that increase the H to 
H intra-phase percolation threshold are: (1) the size of H particles relative to the E particles, and (2) the 
affinity between the H and E particles.  Other factors that were also found to decrease the same 
percolation threshold are: the  (1) deformation of the H particles from spherical geometry, and (2) a 
tipping point in the relative RH/RE size ratio where if the size of the E particles goes below a value of 
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Chapter 1  
Literature Review  
 
1. Introduction. 
1.1 Magnetoelectric materials. 
Multiphase magnetoelectric materials (ME) are composed of piezoelectric (E) and magnetostrictive 
(H) components [1-9] [20] [52-53].  Piezoelectric materials are those for which an electric polarization 
occurs as a result of an applied stress [1-3].  Magnetostriction is the inducing of magnetic polarization in 
response to an applied mechanical stress [1].  When these two materials are combined, they form a 
magnetoelectric two-phase composite, which, via coupling of mechanical strain in common with both 
materials, produces a resultant material whereby an electrical polarization occurs in response to an 
applied mechanical field or vise-versa [3].  The ME effect was first discovered to occur naturally, albeit 
weakly, in 1888 by Wilhelm C. Rontgen [9], and in 1972, J. van Suchtelen first proposed the ME concept 
for artificially produced ME composites [3].  In 2000 N.Hill [1] discussed conditions for ferroelectricty 
and ferromagnetism to be compatible with oxides, ushering in a wave of experimental research in 
response.  Multiferric magnetoelectric technology finds application in sensors, transducers, oscillators, 
energy harvesters, phase shifters, and multiple state memory devices and spintronics (electronics utilizing 
electron spin) [3-4].  
1.2 Molecular dynamics. 
Molecular dynamics has been used to model hard-shell granular systems [54] [55] [31-33] [56] [48] 
[57] [58], and in particular the Leonard-Jones potential has been used to model granular materials [31-32] 
[59-62].  Bell et al. [59] report results using molecular dynamics soft-sphere methods which are a 
common way to simulate granular materials such as spheres and polyhedrals.   Foffi et al. [31] reports 
molecular dynamics simulation results for binary mixtures of hard spheres for different size disparities 
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and mixing percentages.  Zaccarelli et al. [48] report event-driven molecular dynamics simulations of 
particles interacting via a maximum valence model. 
 
2. Problems that diminish the ME effect. 
2.1 Manufacture.   
There are problems inherent with the manufacture of ME composite materials.  One problem is 
atomic diffusion during the nucleation growth process [8] [14-17]. Another problem is chemical reactions 
during manufacture between the component materials and thermal expansion mismatch which diminishes 
the ME effect [3] [8-9].  
2.2 ME mechanical coupling versus segregation 
 To maximize the ME effect, it is essential that the materials be thoroughly mixed to maximize 
mechanical contact and thus maximize the ME coupling coefficient between the two phases H and E [8] 
[14-17].  However, when the particles are mixed, often times as a function of relative size, density, and 
velocity differences, granular particles will segregate or show dynamic heterogeneities [27] [32] [37] [42]  
[50] [62-63].  This segregation causes “demixing” which reduces the mechanical contact between the H 
and E phases [32] [50] [63-64]. 
2.3 Quantum tunneling and percolation. 
Because the H phase is generally conductive, it is also critical that the H phase does not percolate or 
form a connective chain across the material [14-17].   If the H particles do percolate, then the 
piezoelectric charge separation or voltage of the E phase will be shorted or reduced, thus diminishing the 
overall ME effect [1] [14-17].  In addition, even if the H particles are not physically connected, there is 
the problem of quantum tunneling [12] [22].  Quantum tunneling between adjacent H  particles is a 
quantum mechanical effect whereby charge transport or collective plasma resonance between neighboring 
particles can occur between classically insulated adjacent particles [12] [22].  Numerous researchers [21-
24] [27] [63] have described the phenomena of charge transfer between granular and granular conducting 
particles.  A good reference on the fundamentals of quantum tunneling as it applies to chemical reactions 
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among particles can be found in [21].  Beloborodov et al. [22] investigate the Coulomb interaction and 
hopping transport in granular metals where they develop a theory of tunneling through chains of granular 
boundaries.   
 
3. Polydispersity 
Relative particle size or polydispersity affects the maximum packing fraction than can be obtained for 
random close packed configuration of hard spheres [19] [34] [35] [58] [62-66].   Polydispersity increases 
the volume fraction of the random close packed hard shell particle configuration due to the smaller 
spheres filling in the interstitial spaces between larger spheres [57], thus decreasing the packing fraction.  
Kuzy [19] in particular developed a model whereby the surface fraction of the primary phase is covered 
by the dispersed secondary phase. Titscher and Uncer [54] report a method whereby the problem of 
polydisperse sphere packing is applied to concrete with a molecular dynamics simulation using growing 
particles.  They found a minimum distance between particles influences that characterizes percolation.  
This minimum distance they interpret as a thin film surrounding each particle, and this minimum distance 
may depend on the volume fraction [54]. 
 
4. Random close packed particle configuration 
Random close packed systems are amorphous packed systems for which the maximum packing 
fraction is obtained but no crystal structural is apparent [33-36] [55-58] [67].  For close packed systems of 
equally sized or monodisperse spheres, the maximum packing fraction is f=0.64 [55-56] [67].  Kansal et 
al. out of Princeton University [35] report on a method to generate dense polydisperese sphere packing 
via slowly growing the spheres until a maximum packing fraction is reached, and they report a range of 
maximum packing fractions for bidisperese spheres is reported to range from 0.64 (equally sized spheres) 
to 0.78 when radius of the smaller particles is smaller than the large by a factor of 10 or more.   Donev et 
al. [55], also out of Princeton University (Prinston New Jersey), using a hard-sphere molecular dynamics 
in which spheres are grown until a final state with diverging collision rate is reach report the event of 
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jamming (immobility) for hard spheres with a packing fraction f  = 0.64, and they report amorphous 
bidsiperse disk were jammed at a packing fraction f = 0.84.  Numerous other investigators [19] [37] [54] 
[68-71] have developed models which consider the volume fraction requirements necessary to form a 
percolative network as a function of particle size ratio and packing fraction for random close packed 
particle configurations.    
 
5. Percolation  
Percolation Theory was developed to address disordered media or variations in the degree of 
connectivity [51] [72-73].   A connectivity search among particles or nodes may be performed both 
iteratively [51] [73] or (if interpreted in terms of graphs and tree traversal) via recursion [40].   
Percolation may be defined as a phase transition for which a significant macroscopic change occurs as a 
result of connectivity among a subset of particles [37].  The percolation threshold is the critical point 
corresponding to the onset of long-range connectivity [12] [74].  In order for ME materials to function, 
percolation or connective paths between H particles must be minimized, which is accomplished by 
maximizing the percolation threshold [8] [12] [37].  For equalized monodisperse spheres, the percolation 
threshold or critical volume fraction (ρ) is 0.16, the Scher-Zallen invariant [12] [18] [72].  The 
percolation threshold (ρ = 0.16) and the packing fraction (f = 0.64) are related by the equation ρ=f×p 
where p is the critical percolation probability [18].   E. Garboczi and D. Benz of U.S. National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) [68-69] in their extensive report show how the multi-length scale and 
random microstructure of concrete can be interpreted with percolation theory.   For example, Garboczi 
and Benz [68] report that of degrees of hydration of 1.8%, 2.7%, and 4.6% are required to achieve 
percolation when the water to concrete ratios are 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 respectively, where the degree of 
hydration is the volume fraction of cement that has reacted with water.  Grunlan et.al [37] report the 
lowering of percolation thresholds of carbon black-polymer composites, where particles are forced into 
conductive pathways at low concentrations because of their inability to occupy volume claimed by larger 
particles.   Zhu et al. [75] report the effects of different particle aspect ratios and polydisperse particle size 
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differences on percolation in heterogeneous composites, where percolation transitions were observed in 
the context of thermal conductivity.  Schilling et al. [44] review the effects that particle anisotropy 
(deviations from spherical particle shape) and changes in volume fraction have on the percolation 
thresholds of colloidal suspension ranging in size from 10 to 10,000 nm.   Lamas et al. [71] report the 
main factors governing thermal conductivity hence percolation for carbon nanotubes suspended in fluid 
are size, shape and particle aspect ratio, and that the Brownian motion and structural flexibility of the 
nanotubes have a negligible effect on overall conductivity. 
 
6. Segregation 
The phenomenon of segregation is where differences in size or density or velocity cause populations 
of particles to separate or become isolated from each other [32] [42] [50] [62-63].  Researchers [32] [63] 
consider the effects of the difference in size on the segregation of granular materials.  Puertas et al. [47] 
describes dynamical heterogeneities within the context of particle dynamics of a percolating network.   
Vaart et al. [42] report that large and small particles show an asymmetry as a function of local particle 
concentration and differences in particle dynamics. Rapaport [62] gives a concise overview of counter-
intuitive granular segregation particle dynamics involving molecular dynamics modeling involving 
dependencies on volume fraction and damping. 
 
7. Glass transition 
Glass transition is described as a sharp change from a viscous, rubbery, or fluid state to solid or gel 
state [31] [33] [48] [67].  Specifically, [67] defines a glass transition for random close packed and loose 
packed hard shell systems as a precipitous change in a macroscopic property such as diffusion. At high 
packing fractions, arrest of particle motion can take place via a glass transition which can be driven by 
jamming of hard-sphere systems [48].  Donev et al. [55] report testing form jamming condition of particle 
random packing.  Parisi et al. [33] review applications of mean field theory to hard sphere jamming where 
in three dimensions they obtain expressions for the radial distribution functions close to jamming, as well 
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as an equations of state for glass for slow compression rates, and for binary mixtures, the variation with 
mixture composition of the jamming density and partial average number of contact points or coordination 
numbers. 
 
8. Particle affinity. 
8.1 Sintering 
Sintering is the process of bonding particles of a powder by heat and pressure without liquefaction [8] 
[12] [14-17].  Sintering can have an effect on the ME coupling coefficient [8].  Bichurin et al. [4] state 
their methods of producing magnetoelectric composites capture aspect of ME design using sintering 
methods.  de Brito et al. [5] report sintering temperatures for CFO ferrites between 1000 to 1500 degrees 
Celsius, and report in the context of ME transducers the use of chemical sintering additives than form a 
liquid during sintering as an alternative to lowering the sintering temperature for ceramics.  Sharif et al. 
[76] report the microstructure and electrical properties of PZT ceramics are highly sensitive to sintering 
conditions. 
8.2 Functionalization 
Nappini et al. [41] report methods and efficacy to induce surface charges and bonding sites on 
magnetic cobalt ferrite CFO nanoparticles, and how, when properly functionalized with organic 
molecules, represent a promising approach to biomedical applications such as magnetic resonance 
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Electrical percolation threshold of magnetostrictive inclusions in a piezoelectric 
matrix composite as a function of relative particle size 
 
ABSTRACT 
Magnetoelectric (ME) composites can be produced by placing magnetostrictive particles in a 
piezoelectric-matrix.  Ferrite magnetostrictive particles, if allowed to percolate, can short the potential 
difference generated in the piezoelectric phase.   Modeling an ME composite as bi-disperse hard shells, 
with the magnetostrictive (H) particles scaled to 100 nm, molecular dynamics was used to explore 
relationships among relative particle size, particle affinity, and electrical percolation with the goal of 
maximizing the percolation threshold.  Two factors raise the percolation threshold, namely the size of 
magnetostrictive particles relative to the piezoelectric (E) particles, and the affinity between the 
magnetostrictive and piezoelectric particles. 
Key words:  magnetostrictive, piezoelectric, magnetoelectric composite, percolation, granular molecular 
dynamics, LAMMPS, segregation, polydisperse hard shells, Leonard-Jones 
1. Introduction and objectives 
Magnetostriction is a property of ferromagnetic materials that causes them to deform with strain when 
exposed to a magnetic field [1-8].  For example, Cobalt ferrite CoFe2O4 (CFO) is a ceramic ferrite with 
high magnetostrictive coupling [5].  The piezoelectric effect [4] [7] is the ability to generate electrical 
potential in response to an applied mechanical strain [9].  For example, pervoskite Pb[Zr 0.52 Ti 0.48]O3 
(PZT) is a chemically stable and hard material with high piezoelectric coupling [10].  Magnetoelectric 
(ME) composites combine magnetostrictive and piezoelectric materials into a composite material that can 
convert a magnetic field into an electrical potential [1-8].   
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Since magnetostrictive (H) materials are electrically conductive [1-3], once the H particles percolate, 
the charge produced by the piezoelectric (E) materials is lost, so a high percolation threshold is needed to 
achieve high magnetoelectric performance [11-16].  Therefore, the objective of this study is to find the 
largest volume fraction or percolation threshold for which electrical percolation of the H phase does not 
occur, as a function of the relative particle size and affinity between the precursor powders. 
The ratio of the volume of H particles to the volume of the simulation box is denoted by ρ = VH/box 
volume.    A mixture of two powders, one conductive and the other insulating, represented by spheres of 
equal diameter has a percolation threshold of ρc =15.4% regardless of the arrangement of the spheres into 
any type of lattice [11] [17].  The volume ratio ρ may be written as ρ = f×p where f is the packing fraction 
of both powders in the container, and p = VH/(VH+VE) is the volume fraction [17]. Interstitial space is 
always present between packed hardshell spheres of any size.  If the interstitial space between the H 
spheres is somehow filled completely then f = 1, and volume ratio ρ and volume fraction p are 
numerically equal.  However, if the interstitial space between H particles is reduced by sintering, then the 
volume fraction (p) and the volume ratio (ρ) increases since pc = ρc/f where f is measured before 
sintering.   
Numerous researchers have studied the effects of particle size on rheology and flow patterns [18][19] 
and granular segregation [20][21], and numerous researchers have applied molecular or particle dynamics 
to the study of granular motion [18-21].   Kuzy [23] studied the effects of particle size on granular static 
spatial distribution patterns and, in particular, studied the percolation threshold (ρc) when ρc = pc for a 
fine-grain conductive phase H with spherical particle radius RH dispersed and surrounding larger 
spherical particles of phase E with radius RE.  He concluded (Fig. 1 lower right insert) that the larger the 
RE/RH ratio, the lower the percolation threshold of the H phase.  Our study is the diametric opposite of 
Kuzy’s; that is, to increase the percolation threshold of the larger H phase (Fig. 1 upper left insert) by 
reducing the size of particles in the E phase.   One goal of this study is to test via molecular dynamics 
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simulation the proposition that the percolation threshold of the H phase will increase as the size of the 
particles in the E phase decreases [11-12] [20][23][24]. 
 
Fig. 1 [11] Percolation threshold as a function of relative particle size RE/RH.   
 Insert lower right: smaller H dark particles; upper left: larger H dark particles 
 
2. Methodology 
2.1 Particle Dynamics 
In this study, particle dynamics is preformed using Large Scale Atomic and Molecular Massively 
Parallel Simulation (LAMMPS)© software from Sandia National Laboratories [34] to simulate the 
mixing of two powders that represent the magnetostrictive H and piezoelectric E phases.  Particles are 
modeled as perfect spheres of uniform density for each phase, but each phase has a different diameter 
with a ratio between the two diameters given by RH/RE.  The Leonard-Jones (L-J) “12-6” potential is used 
in this study to model particles interactions where distance is expressed in units of sigma (σ) and energy 
in units of epsilon (ε) which are features of the pair-wise L-J potential function between particles centers 
(Fig. 2).   The diameter D the CFO particles were chosen to be 100 nm (D=1.12246σ) as a compromise 
between the effects of quantum tunneling [25-31] and mechanical coupling [1-2] [13-16].  If the particles 
are too large, mechanical coupling between the E and H phase will be poor.  If the particles are too small, 
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quantum tunneling will short any voltage produced in the E phase.  The L-J potential can be used to 
model hard shell spheres with the particle diameter modeled as the cutoff corresponding to the deepest 
point in the well which is located at 1.12246σ (Fig. 2).  The Leonard-Jones potential is set equal to zero 
after after the range cutoff Rm (Sect. 2.4). 
 
Fig. 2 Leonard-Jones pair-wise potential energy 
To approximate the hard-shell behavior, the well depth (Fig. 2) was set to 10ε during the mixing stage 
and 20ε during the equilibration and gelation stage.  Per preliminary studies using Hertzian analysis 
[32][33] to compare Leonard-Jones well depth to particle elasticity, a well depth of 10ε to 20ε produces a 
stress which is at least three orders of magnitude larger than any stress which would be produced by 
gravity on either the H or E particles.  Therefore, the effects of gravity may be ignored.   To simulate 
particle friction and affinity, an attractive force is added between the H and E particles while no other 
forces are present.  This was accomplished by extending the L-J cutoff between the H and E particles 
from rco =1.12246σ to rco = 1.25σ.  The value 1.25σ was chosen because too large a cutoff violates the 
rigid spheres assumption that particles do not attract each other.  If particles attract each other over long 
distances, then the distance between the particles decreases, thus enhancing the likelihood of H particle 
percolation contrary to our goals. 
2.2 Simulation Process 
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We require H and E particles to be well mixed with each other to maintain high electromechanical 
energy transfer between them.   All simulations are time integrated with the Verlet velocity algorithm [34] 
using the Nose-Hoover NVT thermostat where the number and volume are fixed and temperature is either 
fixed or slowly decreased.  To prevent segregation, a common problem when mixing powders [23][35-
40], the simulations are performed in three separate stages of mixing, equilibration, and gelation.   
In the first stage (mixing) all particles are initially mixed at an L-J temperature of T = 0.2 ε/kB (kB is 
the Boltzman constant which equals one in Leonard-Jones units) for 10 million time steps for RH/RE = 1, 
2, and 5 million time steps for RH/RE=3.  In all cases, periodic boundary conditions are applied.   For 
equally sized spheres the maximum packing fraction, below which the particles are free to move, is 
f=0.64 [39].  For any packing fraction above this value, the particles will experience a glass transition 
[36] [39] and thus are not be able to move or mix.  Therefore, for the mixing stage, the packing fraction 
used was f=0.5236 corresponding to the simple cubic (sc) lattice.  This is sufficiently less than f =0.64 to 
allow mixing to occur.   
The second stage (equilibration) is where local particle movement on the order of particles size is 
allowed, but motion on the order of the size of the simulation box is restricted.    The equilibration stage is 
run for 100,000 time steps with the L-J parameters σ and the cutoff rco adjusted to increase the particle 
size, so that the particles occupy more space for a fixed simulation box volume, effectively increasing the 
packing fraction from f=0.5236 to f=0.553.  During the second stage (equilibration) the simulation is run 
at a cold temperature ramped from T = 0.02ε/kB to 0.01ε/kB allowing sufficient energy for the particles to 
move locally to find their equilibrium positions but restrict particle movement sufficiently to avoid 
particle segregation [23] [35-40].  Finally, the third stage (gelation) is run for 10,000 additional time steps 
where the temperature is also ramped from T = 0.02ε/KB to 0.01 ε/kB, to allow sufficient energy for 
motion while the L-J interaction between the particles and the box walls is adjusted to effectively 
decrease the box size to achieve the target packing fraction of f=0.64 for RH/RE=1 or f=0.675, 0.73 for 
RH/RE = 2, 3 respectively. 
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2.2.1 Packing Fraction 
To achieve a packing fraction of f=0.64, 0.675, or 0.73 without segregation, particles of diameter 
1.12246σ are mixed in a simulation box of side length equal to 20×1.12246σ at a packing fraction of 
0.5236 with periodic boundary conditions applied.   In the equilibration stage to apply isotropic 
compression [20] for the case of RH/RE=1, the particles radii are grown by a factor of (0.64/0.5236)1/3, and 
for RH/RE=2, and 3, the particle diameters are increased by a factor of (0.675/0.5235)1/3, and 
(0.73/0.5235)1/3 respectively.  For RH/RE=1 this scaling factor would increase the packing fraction to 
0.5236 × (0.64/0.5236) = 0.64, but by design with reflective boundary conditions, the particle centers can 
go all the way to the edge of the box in the equilibration stage which decreases the packing fraction to 
0.64 ×(20/21) 3 = 0.552856.  This packing fraction is still sufficiently below f=0.64 (or 0.675, 0.73) to 
allow local particle movement, but is sufficiently high to prevent phase segregation, as evidenced by the 
measurements for the center of  mass (CoM), average local volume fraction (pa), probability density 
profile (PDP), and radial distribution function (RDF) (see section 2.3).  To restore the packing fraction 
back to 0.64 (or 0.675, 0.73) the simulation box sides are shrunk in the gelation stage by a factor of 
(20/21), thus removing the reduction in packing fraction f that resulted from using periodic boundary 
conditions.   
2.2.2 Particle Size 
Simulations were conducted for three relative particle sizes of RH/RE =1, 2, 3 where RH and RE are the 
radius of the conductive H and insulating E phase particles, respectively.  RH is fixed at 100 nm, and the 
density of the particles is scaled to correspond to CFO and PZT molecular weights.   When the H and E 
particles are of equal size, the simulation box side length is 1.12246σ times the cube root of the number of 
particles being simulated.   Specifically, for 203 total spheres the length of the simulation box is 
1.12246σ×20 = 22.4492σ.   Since the size of the box and the number of H particles remains unchanged 
throughout this study, to maintain the volume fraction (p) and the packing fraction (f) unchanged, the 
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number of E particles is varied with (RH/RE)3.  In the gelation stage, the simulation uses rigid walls which 
are constructed with Leonard-Jones particle-wall interactions equal to the particle-particle interactions 
except where in a few cases when RH/RE= 3, due to computational difficulties, it became necessary to 
reduce the strength of the particle-wall interaction a factor of 4 to 10, but analysis of the results suggests 
that the percolation threshold was not affected. 
2.3 Characterization 
Measurements for this study include the radial distribution function (RDF), probability density 
profiles (PDP), center of mass (CoM), and average local volume fraction (pa) which were used to 
characterize the degree of mixing. 
2.3.1 Radial Distribution Function 
The radial distribution function (RDF) maps the distances among pairs of particles H-H, E-E, and H-
E  to the likelihood of finding pairs of particles at those distances from each other.  These functions 
characterize the structure between phases as well as mean separation distances which are a key parameter 
for understanding percolation [12][25][41][42][55].   
2.3.2 Probability Density Profiles 
Probability density profiles (PDP) are histograms of the number of particles (both H and E) which in 
this study are computed between y and y+Δy along the y axis of the simulation box, where Δy represents 
the histogram bin size which is taken as one eight the length of the simulation box.  The PDP gives a 
measure of the degree of mixing between H and E particles.  The percent difference is defined as the 
difference between the maximum and minimum values of density divided by the average density.  Percent 
differences less than 10% typically indicate good mixing.  On the other hand if the particles segregate, a 
sharp inflection or abrupt value change in the PDP is observed. 
2.3.3 Center of Mass 
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The center of mass (CoM) is computed as a function of time in L-J time steps along a single direction 
of the simulation box for the H particles only.   A well mixed distribution of H particles will have a CoM 
within plus or minus 5% of the center of the box after the simulation is completed.  A CoM outside this 
5% range provides an indication that segregation has occurred.  
2.3.4 Average Local Volume Fraction 
The average local volume fraction (pa) is an intrinsic scale invariant quantity proportionate to the 
volume fraction measured repeatedly within small spheres of radius twice the radius of an H particle for 
all particles both H and E for any given simulation.   For example, for a simulation volume fraction of 
0.18, if 12 H particles of diameter D were found in a sphere of diameter 2D centered around any given 
particle, and 64 E particles were found in that same sphere, then pa for that point would be 12/64 × 100 = 
0.1875 .  This calculation is repeated for all particle centers and averaged.  In order to compare pa values 
for simulations of unequal number of E particles, the number of E particles is normalized by dividing the 
number of E particles found in any 2D sphere by (RH/RE)3.   
2.4 Percolation Distance 
The percolation distance Rm or critical range between particle centers for which percolation first 
occurs is the smallest distance between adjacent particle centers for which pairs of connected particles are 
chained together to produce a percolation path from one side of the simulation box to the other.  Any 
distance larger than Rm will also produce a percolation path, but the critical percolation distance is always 
the smallest distance among coordinate centers which produces a percolation.  The percolation distance 
Rm includes the effective particle diameter after growth (section 2.4.1) and the effect from quantum 
tunneling (section 2.4.2).  Because the growth or scaling factor is different for different packing fractions 
at which glass transition is expected, Rm is calculated as follows:  
     Rm = particle diameter × scale factor × quantum tunneling       (1)  
RH/RE=1  Rm = 1.12246σ × (0.64/0.5236) 1/3 × 1.05 = 1.26σ     (1a) 
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 RH/RE=2  Rm = 1.12246σ × (0.675/0.5236) 1/3 × 1.05 = 1.28σ   (1b) 
RH/RE=3  Rm = 1.12246σ × (0.73/0.5236) 1/3 × 1.05 = 1.32σ     (1c) 
 
2.4.1 Particle scaling factor (SF) 
The maximum packing fraction of equally sized random close packed spheres that can be achieved 
without particle deformation is f = 0.64 for RH/RE = 1, f = 0.675 for RH/RE = 2, and f = 0.73 for RH/R E= 3 
[38][39].  When powders or hard shell spheres are mixed, segregation between non-identical particles can 
occur when the particles are under stress or pressure [23] [35-40].  In order to achieve a packing fraction 
of f = 0.64 while avoiding phase segregation, in the case of RH/RE=1, the particle diameters are increased 
in the equilibration stage by a scaling factor of (0.64/0.5235)1/3 =1.069203.  This increases the diameter of 
the particles from 1.12246σ to 1.200137σ.   In the case of RH/RE=2, and 3, the particle diameters are 
increased by a factor of (0.675/0.5235)1/3, and (0.73/0.5235)1/3 respectively (section 2.2.1).  
2.4.2 Quantum Tunneling (QT) 
 Quantum tunneling [43] is an effect whereby electric charge can jump a space between conductive 
but electrically isolated particles that is forbidden by classical mechanics.    Quantum tunneling is 
reported to range from 3 nm [25] to 10 nm [31] between conducting particles in a non-conducting matrix.  
Others [28][29] describe plasmonic (charge density) energy transfer partially attributed to tunneling 
between conducting particles separated by distances up to 7 nm.   Hill et al. [27] reports plasmonic 
conduction between particles exceeding a separation distances of 20 nm.  Therefore we decided that if 
two conducting particles were at most 5 nm or closer, there would be a high likelihood of quantum 
tunneling between the two conducting particles of diameter 100 nm, so when the H particle diameter D = 
100 nm, the conductivity distance used to evaluate percolation between particles centers is increased by a 
factor of 1.05.  
2.5 Percolation Algorithm 
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The algorithm to measure percolation consists of two subroutines.  The first subroutine dist3.c 
(Appendix A) builds a pair bonding list of all pairs of H particles that are less than Rm from each other.  
The second subroutine zap2.c (Appendix A) attempts to find a path from one side of the box (coordinate 
less than 10%) to the other side (coordinate greater than 90%), refered to below as endzone locations, by 
chaining together successive pairs of particles via recursion [44].   
Let R represent a variable distance.  To compute the percolation threshold (ρc), the theoretical 
distance between H particles at which a percolation could occur (Rm) is determined for a given volume 
fraction p and packing fraction f.  Next, the distance algorythm dist3.c followed by the recursive 
percolaton algorithm zap2.c (Appendix A) is run to test for percolation for a range of R values below and 
above Rm.    If a percolation is discovered for R<= Rm, then the ME composite is judged to have 
percolated, and the distance R, at which the percolation occurred, is also used to compute the 
corresponding c.n. for that percolation threshold.  If a percolation does not occure until R > Rm, then the 
ME composite is judged not to have percolated, but the value of R, is still increased and the percolation 
algorithm is repeated until a percolation is found.  Eventually for large enough R, all configurations of H 
particles will percolate.  Regardless of whether the ME composite is judged to have percolated or not, the 
smallest distance at which a computational percolation occurred is used to compute the H-H coordination 
number (c.n.).   The c.n. is used to show that the average number of connections of each particle to 
nearby particles is approximately independent of the volume fraction p.  The results are shown in Table 2.  
A distance along the simulation box’s side length and within 10% of the box perpendicular edge was 
chosen as an endzone distance because the particles centers cannot get closer than 0.627σ from either 
simulation wall adjusting for particle growth in the equilibration stage.  This causes a dearth of particle 
centers in the first and last slice closest to the walls as shown in Fig. 5 (section 3.2).  Since the box length 
is 22.4492σ, 10% of this is rounded to 2.25σ.  The second to last slice where a full population of particles 
is expected to occur is between 0.63σ and 1.9σ.  Adding a small safety factor of 0.35σ to account for 
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steric effects, if any percolation path gets within 2.25σ or 10% of the box length to a wall, a conductive 
path is presumed. 
2.6 Affinity 
As all the particles are compressed, for the cases when RH/RE is not equal to one, the smaller E 
particles are likely to move to the interstitial space between the large H particles rather than maintain 
positions that separate H particles from each other.  Friction between the H and E particles would reduce 
this tendency, but the Leonard-Jones potential used in this study produces a purely radial force between 
particles without a shear or frictional component. The effect of friction may be partially simulated, 
however, by a radial attractive force between the H and E particles.   A radial force between the H and E 
particles is implemented by extending the L-J cutoff parameter rco between the H and E particles.   In our 
study, we extended the L-J from rco = 1.12246σ to rco = 1.25σ.  The value 1.25σ was chosen to allow the 
H particles to attract the E particles close to the surface of the H particles, but to be short range enough so 
as not to allow long range forces to do work on the system.  
In addition, even in the absence of friction, a slight attractive force between H and E particles allows 
the smaller E particles to act like a coat of paint surrounding and insulating the conductive H particles 
which would increase the percolation threshold.  Functionalization of CFO particles into polymers has 
been considered by [45] whereby similar techniques might be used to produce affinity between H and E 
particles.  
3. Results  
The critical percolation threshold ρc of phase H is expressed as ρc = VH/Vbox = f×pc where f is the 
packing fraction, VH is the volume of the H particles, Vbox is the simulation box volume, and pc is the 
critical volume fraction where volume fraction p = VH/(VH+VE).  The critical percolation threshold ρc for 
equally sized hard-shell spheres without affinity is 0.154 [11] [17].  To verify our model, three different 
lattices, simple cubic (sc) (f=0.5236), body centered cubic (bcc) (f=0.6802), and hexagonal close packed 
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(hcp) (f=0.7405) were evaluated for percolation.   For all crystal lattices (RH/RE=1 only), different volume 
fractions are achieved by randomly removing a precise number of phase H spheres at lattice points while 
leaving the remaining H spheres in place.  The results are shown in Table 1 and are comparable to Table I 
of [17].  Referring to Table 1, c.n. stands for the lattice coordination number, V means volume, and N 
stands for number of particles for equations (2) (3).   
For RH/RE=1, volume fraction is  p = NPM / (NPM+NPE) = VH/(VH+VE) (2) 
In general, the volume ratio is   ρ = f × p    (3) 
The percolation threshold shown in Tables 1-2 are the lowest values of p and ρ for which percolation 




 (Percolation Thresholds for hcp, bcc, sc lattices with RH/RE=1) 
Crystal 3D c.n. f pc ρc ρ Scher-Zallen [17] 
hcp 12 0.7405 0.175 0.130 0.144 
bcc 8 0.6802 0.24 0.163 0.163 
sc 6 0.5326 0.32 0.168 0.162 
 
                    




When granular mixtures with different properties are subjected to stress or pressure, segregation as 
shown in Fig. 3 can occur [36] [46].   Segregation occurs between the different constituents [13-16] [23] 
[36] [47-50] due to difference in velocity, size, and density of the different particles groups.  Segregation 
is detrimental to electromechanical coupling which requires the H and E particles to be thoroughly mixed.   
Percolation among one phase will either be undesirably enhanced within an aggregation of H particles 
which excludes E particles, or percolation will be inhibited if an agglomeration of H particles does not 
reach from one side to the other, but occupies just a central region.  In this study, the glass transition [35] 
[36][41][48][51][52] is used to restrict particle motion preventing segregation while the particles undergo 
equilibration and gelation.   Glass transition is described as a sharp change from a viscous, rubbery, or 
fluid state to solid or gel state [35] [37] [52].   In this study we adopt the approach per [52] that at high 
packing fractions “arrest takes place via a glass transition process which can be driven by jamming as in 
hard sphere systems.”   
3.2 Random Close Packed Powders 
The closest that hard spheres can be packed into any lattice are with a coordination number of 12 and 
packing fraction of 0.7405 [53] which occurs for hcp and fcc lattices.  If a lattice is relaxed and the 
spheres are allowed to move around randomly, the arrangement with the highest packing is called random 
close packing (rcp) with a packing fraction of 0.64 [17][22][37][38][40].   
 The results for simulations of random close packed powders using our methodology are shown in 
Table 2 and Fig. 4 with affinity (A) or no affinity (N) applied between H and E particles.   The average 
local volume fraction pa described in section 2.14 is a measure of mixing.  When mixing between the H 
and E phases is well maintained the average local volume fraction pa approaches p.  The average 
coordination number of the H particles computed at the smallest inter-particle distance between H particle 
centers that produces a percolation is denoted by c.n.  pc = VH/(VH+VE) is the threshold volume fraction 
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of H phase with respect to the total particle volume.  ρc = VH/box is the volume ratio of H to the 
simulation box. 
 
Table 2.   (mean values for 3 runs (COV[%]), 
Rm = 1.26σ, 1.28σ, 1.32σ, f=0.64, 0.675, 0.73, D=100 nm) 
 
Affinity RH/RE pa c.n. pc ρc 
N 1 0.2429 (10.19) 1.69 (16.22) 0.2433 (8.555) 0.1557 (8.384) 
N 2 0.2780 (4.893) 2.02 (7.967) 0.2833 (5.391) 0.1913 (5.589) 
N 3 0.3213 (3.962) 1.897 (3.390) 0.320 (5.413) 0.2337 (5.436) 
A 1 0.2996 (2.165) 1.563 (9.320) 0.2967 (1.946) 0.190 (1.823) 
A 2 0.3375 (2.923) 1.7467 (4.936) 0.350 (2.857) 0.2363 (2.753) 
A 3 0.3984 (6.305) 1.55 (0.0) 0.3933 (5.292) 0.287 (5.273) 
 
 
       
 
Fig. 4.  Plot of percolation threshold (ρc) versus particle size (RH/RE) from Table 2 
 
 
It can be seen that for RH/RE=1, ρc reproduced the value of 0.1557 (~0.16) from the literature [11] 
[17].  For RH/RE  > 1, ρc grows with RH/RE (0.18, 0.20), and more so with affinity (0.22, 0.27).  With only 
three simulations per case, the standard deviation and coefficient of variance is reasonably small.  The 
average coordination numbers (c.n.) are approximately invariant of the affinity and RH/RE particle 
diameter ratio, and are less than an integer away from the number two, since every particle in the 
conduction path needs a minimum of two contact points to be part of a conductive chain.  The c.n. is 
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computed at the smallest Rm value were a percolation is first detected for any given volume fraction (p). 
The average local volume fraction (pa) correlates well with the critical volume fraction pc indicating the 
H and E particles are well mixed. 
The probability density profile and center of mass plot shown in Fig. 5 and 6 below are conducted as 
tests and verification of particle mixing.  Complete mixing is required to ensure maximum H particle 
separation in order to minimize electrical percolation.  A typical probability density profile (section 2.3.2) 
during the gelation stage is shown in Fig. 5.   All density profiles show a percent difference less than 8% 
(excluding the first and last slice due to edge effects) indicating that the phases remains mixed through all 
three stages without segregation.   A typical plot of the center of mass (CoM) (described in section 2.3.3) 
for the H particles is shown in Fig. 6.  The CoM remains close to the center of the simulation box within 
5% for all simulations in all stages again indicating good mixing without segregation. 
          
   Fig. 5.  Probability profile, gelation stage,        Fig. 6 . Center of Mass, gelation stage, 
  RH/RE=2, Type:N,  p=0.3                 RH/RE=2, Type:N, p=0.3 
 
Renderings of particle positions after each stage of the simulation are shown in Figs. 7-14 with H 
particles in red and E particles in blue color.  The radial distribution function RDF depicts morphological 




(a)  PM:red  PE:blue          (b) PM only      (c)  RDF                (d) Kinetic and  Potential. Energy vs. time  
Fig. 7 Mixing stage,  RH/RE=2  p=0.3 
   
 (a)  PM:red  PE:blue         (b) PM only     (c)  RDF            (d) Kinetic and Potential  Energy vs. time 
Fig. 8 Equilibration stage,  RH/RE=1, Type:N,  p=0.3 
 
        
 (a)  PM:red  PE:blue          (b) PM only     (c)  RDF               (d) Kinetic and Potential  Energy vs. time 
Fig. 9 Equilibration stage,  RH/RE=2, Type:N,  p=0.3 
     
 (a)  PM:red  PE:blue          (b) PM only     (c)  RDF              (d) Kinetic and Potential  Energy vs. time 




a)  PM:red  PE:blue          (b) PM only          (c)  RDF      (d) Kinetic and Potential Energy vs. time 
Fig. 11 Equilibration stage,  RH/RE=3, Type:N,  p=0.3 
 
     
a)  PM:red  PE:blue          (b) PM only         (c)  RDF                 (d) Kinetic and Potential Energy vs. time 
Fig. 12 Equilibration stage,  RH/RE=3, Type:A,  p=0.3 
 
 
 (a)  PM:red  PE:blue               (b) PM only            (c)  RDF                                 (d) Kinetic and  Potential Energy vs. time 
Fig. 13 Gelation stage,  RH/RE=2, Type:N,  p=0.3 
  
     (a)  PM:red  PE:blue         (b) PM only             (c)  RDF          (d) Kinetic and  Potential Energy vs. time 




For the mixing stage when RH/RE=2 the RDF for the particle pairs H-H, E-E, and H-E are all as 
shown in Fig. 7 where the primary peak occurs at value 1.14σ because there is no segregation and all 
particles are the same size.  In the mixing stage, the packing fraction f= 0.5236 is well below the glass 
transition value f = 0.64, 0.675, 0.73 for RH/RE = 1, 2, 3 respectively [35] [37].  Further, the potential 
energy in Fig. 9(d) becomes more negative to reflect the compaction of the powder [22] when the packing 
fraction f is increased.   
In Fig. 7, for mixing with RH/RE= 2, the RDF abscissa of the primary peaks of the RDF is separated to 
three peaks relative to the single peak in Fig. 8.   In Fig. 7 the H-H peak is at 1.14σ and the E-E peak is at 
0.58σ, which is roughly half the H-H abscissa value.  The H-E peak is at 0.86σ which is roughly 75% of 
the H-H peak location.  This is due to the diameters of the E particles being one-half of the H particles. 
In Fig. 8 for the equilibration stage for RH/R E = 1, the particles are grown by instantaneously 
increasing the diameter by factor of (0.64/0.5236) 1/3, but due to the removal of the periodic boundary 
conditions (PBC) the effective packing fraction only changes from 0.5236 to 0.5529.   In Fig. 9 for the 
equilibration stage without H-E particle affinity and where RH/RE=2, the potential energy becomes less 
negative indicating less compression among the spheres as a function of time.  That is, the particles find 
their equilibrium positions because the system has not yet gelled, and this is accompanied by the kinetic 
energy decreasing to near zero while the temperature is lowered from 0.02ε/kB to 0.01ε/kB. 
To enhance H-H particle separation in Figs. 10, 12 for the equilibration stage and in Fig. 14 for the 
gelation stage, particle affinity is introduced between H and E with no affinity between H-H or E-E 
particles.  This changes the radial distribution functions magnifying the vertical height of the H-E peaks 
for all figures, although the location along the abscissa remains the same.  In Figs.10, 12, and 14 the H-E 
primary peak is larger than the E-E peaks in the same figures because H-E affinity introduces some 
attraction between H and E phases, as expected.   Fig. 9 (no affinity) during equilibration with RH/RE = 2 
is similar to Fig. 7 (mixing) but the potential energy in Fig. 9(d) becomes less negative indicating that the 
particles are relaxing to equilibrium.   
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In the equilibration stage, comparing Figs. 10, 12 (affinity) to Figs. 9,11 (no affinity), there is a sharp 
increase in the vertical height of the H-E peak, and a relative decrease in the H-H peak with little change 
in the E-E primary peak.   Comparing Fig. 10 (affinity) to Fig. 9 (no affinity) where RM/RE = 2, there are 
in Fig. 9 three distinct primary peaks, one for each inter-particle distance H-H, H-E, and E-E, but in Fig. 
10 the H-E peak only is magnified due to affinity.  Comparing Fig. 14 (affinity) to Fig. 13 (no affinity) 
for RH/RE = 3, the H-E peak shrinks by about 30% while the H-H almost peak disappears and is 
distributed among numerous smaller peaks between 1 and 2 on the abscissa shifted to the right.   This 
indicates that the H particles have moved away from each other, and this pattern repeats for RH/RE = 3. 
Therefore, with affinity between the H and E particles, the H particles are on average farther apart from 
each other than they are without affinity, further supporting the results presented in Table 2.  In addition, 
in Figs. 10, 12 (H-E particle affinity) the potential energy becomes more negative relative to Figs. 9, 11 
(no affinity).   This is because the extended tail of the L-J potential used to model the H-E attraction is 
adding more negative potential energy to the system confirming the H-E affinity.   These observed 
relationships between figures 9 through 14 suggest that E particles are surrounding the H particles thus 
isolating the H particles from each other which support the results presented in Table 2 and Fig. 4.  
  
5.0 Summary 
Percolation may be interpreted as a combination of two things (a) the number of paths available at 
each particle node and (b) the probability of success of finding a conductive particle at each node.  As the 
number of paths between nodes increases, the likelihood of success of a percolation from one side of the 
sample to the other also increases.  Likewise, the probability of finding a conductive particle at any given 
node also increases the likelihood of a successful percolation.  These two factors (success per node and 
paths per node) help us understand how different percolation thresholds occur. 
Regarding phase and segregation, when hard shells are under pressure, segregation occurs because of 
the size, density, or kinetic differences among groups of particles.  Liquids do not show this segregation 
behavior which is only seen with mixing powders [36].  Because particles will not mix as the glass 
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transition is approached [36][46] , and because particles tend to agglomerate or segregate in response to 
pressure [36][46],  growing spheres and varying the simulation box size is adopted as a way to control the 
undesired segregation. 
When there is an attractive force between the H and E particles, the H particles become increasingly 
separated from each other, and this effect becomes more pronounced the greater the size difference 
between the particles.  But, even without H-E affinity when the E particles are smaller than the H 
particles, percolation is inhibited.  Short range affinity can simulate friction to the extent that it prevents 
small E particles from segregating to interstitial locations while long range affinity promotes segregation 
lowering the percolation threshold.    
The radial distribution functions describe inter-particle distances between particles, so when the RDF 
primary H-E peaks are smaller and shifted to the right, the percolation threshold is likely to increase as 
confirmed by the results.  Our research shows two factors that can move the H-E peak to the right.  The 
first factor is reducing the size of E particles relative to H particles to allow E particles to move in 
between and separate the H particles thus raising the percolation threshold.   The second factor is 
providing short range affinity between the H and E particles which inhibits E particles from being 
expelled away from between H particles when the composite is compacted.  These factors together raise 




In conclusion, we determined that the percolation threshold increases as the ratio of particles sizes 
RH/RE increases.  In addition, we found that the percolation threshold can be effected by inter-phase 
particle affinity and in fact appears to increase more so than in the cases of solely varying particle size 
alone.  Without H-E particle affinity, ρc grows by 16.4% and 31.5% for RH/RE=2, and 3 respectively.  
When H-E is introduced in addition to relative particle size, the percolation threshold increases by 17.9% 
and 32.5% for RH/RE=2, and 3 respectively. 
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In addition, we concur with other investigators [36][46][50][51][54] that complete mixing and 
controlling segregation is as critical to percolation as is particle compaction.  In particular, we found for 
the purposes of particle dynamics simulation, it was necessary to mix the particles with sufficient 
interstitial space to allow complete mixing, but then to partially compact the particles just below glass 
transition to allow the particles to relax before applying final compaction to reach the target packing 
fractions of 64%, 67.5%, and 73% for RH/RE=1, 2, 3 respectively.   This study confirms the hypothesis 
that both decreasing the particle size of the nonconductive phase relative to the conductive phase and 
some sort of affinity and or linking between the conductive and non conductive phases will maximize the 
electromechanical contact between the phases while minimizing the undesirable effect of electrical 
percolation in the conductive phase.    
The results of this study were confined to a granular model where all particles were modeled as 
spheres and particle deformation was minimized (approximating hard-sphere conditions) with a large 
Leonard-Jones potential energy well depth.  Therefore, future studies could involve addressing what 
happens when the particles deviate from spherical geometry as occurs with particle deformation caused 
by sintering and how friction or other adhesive forces perhaps via a colloid suspension involving other 
than the Leonard-Jones potential to model how a liquid solute affects the conductive phase percolation 
threshold in magnetoelectric composites.  Further studies may involve magnetostrictive or piezoelectric 
materials made of polymers or the addition of a third phase of polymers or a third particle to act as a 
catalyst or binding agent between E and H phases. 
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Electrical percolation threshold of magnetostrictive inclusions in a piezoelectric 





Magnetoelectric (ME) composites can be produced by embedding magnetostrictive particles in a 
piezoelectric-matrix derived from a piezoelectric powder precursor.  Using a bi-disperse hard-shell model 
[1] it has been shown that percolation in the magnetostrictive H phase can be reduced by both decreasing 
the piezoelectric E particle size relative to the H phase particle size, and increasing short range affinity 
between the E and H particles.  This study builds on [1] by exploring the effects of deformation of the H 
or E particles.  It was found that deformation of the H particles reduces the electrical percolation 
threshold, but that deformation of the E particles increases the ME coupling,  and that both types of 
deformation increase the inter-phase H-E mechanical contact. 
 
Key words: magnetostrictive, piezoelectric, magnetoelectric, particle dynamics, sintering, LAMMPS 
 
 
1. Introduction and Objectives 
Magnetostriction is a property of ferromagnetic materials that causes them to deform with strain when 
exposed to a magnetic field [14] [15] [16].   The piezoelectric effect is the ability to generate electrical 
potential in response to an applied mechanical strain [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18].  Magnetoelectric (ME) 
composites combine magnetostrictive H and piezoelectric E materials into a composite that can convert a 
magnetic field into an electric field or vise-versa with improved efficiency and sensitivity [17] [18] [19].  
References [13] and [14] describe how to maximize the ME effect as a function of H concentration, in 
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other words, maximize the piezomagnetic volume fraction  (p=VH/(VH+VE))  where VH, VE are the 
volume of the H and E phases respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 1.  Magnetoelectric coupling as a function of the relative amount of magnetostrictive material. 
Reprinted from [14]. Copyright (2016) with permission from IOP publishing. 
 
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the ME coupling, which measures the efficiency of energy conversion from 
magnetic to electric work, increases with the piezomagetic (H) volume fraction.  However, the H phase is 
electrically conductive and its volume fraction is limited by electrical percolation because electrical 
conductivity diminishes the ME effect.  Furthermore, deformation of the H particles due to sintering has a 
deleterious effect on the electrical percolation threshold (ρc), with particles attaining the maximum 
percolation threshold when they are spherical.  As per Fig. 1, one wishes to maximize the percolation 
threshold so that a larger volume of H phase can be used in order to maximize the ME coupling.  
 
Sintering is a process by which powders are densified to remove interstitial space so that the packing 
fraction approaches one and bonds are formed between precursor particles.  Sintering which leads to 
particle deformation without melting is done at temperatures generally below the composite melting 
temperature [2] [3].   Numerical techniques have been employed to study the sintering of close packed 
spheres [5], and numerous experimental studies have been conducted to investigate the sintering of 
magnetostrictive and piezoelectric ceramic composites.  For example, [6] [7] [8] report the use of 
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conventional ceramic processes by applying pressure with a chemical binder that promotes bonding to 
produce a pellet followed by applying heat below the precursor’s melting temperature but sufficient to 
evaporate the binder.  Another method reported for sintering ceramics is electric current assisted sintering 
(ECAS), where powders are inserted into a container that is heated by applying electric current through 
the powders while pressure is applied at a fixed temperature for a given period of time [9].  In yet another 
method, magnetoelectric PZT-CFO is produced via a chemically driven ethlenediaminetetraacetic acid 
(EDTA)-citrate gel process [10].  In all cases, deformation of the constituent particles occurs as a result of 
pressure and high temperatures or the transport of matter by viscous flow, evaporation, or atomic volume 
and surface migration [3] [11] [12].  Consequently, any process affected by electrical conductivity among 
particles in a composite must consider the relative shape of those particles which may form a conductive 
chain in the composite.  
 
Aiming to exploit the as of yet unrealized ME optimization per Fig. 1, and using a hard shell model, 
[1] explored the relationships between particle size, inter-phase affinity and particle attraction, and the 
electrical percolation threshold [20] [21] in the electrical conducting magnetostrictive (H phase) when 
mixed with the nonconductive piezoelectric (E phase) for the purpose of maximizing the magnetoelectric 
(ME) effect.  In [1] they concluded that the electrical percolation threshold increases when size of the E 
piezoelectric particles is reduced, and also when short range particle affinity is introduced between the H 
and E phases.  However, the results in [1] were predicated on the assumption that neither the H nor E 
particles deformed from their idealized state of hard solid spheres.  However, both the H or E particles 
may deform during sintering.  Therefore, the objective of this study is to address the effect of particle 
deformation on the electrical percolation threshold of the H phase.  Furthermore, it is also the objective of 
this study to investigate, through simulation, the likely effect of particle deformation on mechanical 
contact between both phases, which is needed to effectively transfer the strains from the piezomagnetic H 





2.  Methodology 
To simulate meso-scale (100 nm) particle interactions particle dynamics is performed using the Large 
Scale Atomic and Molecular Massively Parallel Simulation LAMMPS © software [23].  All interactions 
between particles are modeled with the well known Leonard-Jones potential, and all results are expressed 
in Leonard-Jones natural units of ε and σ for energy and distance respectively.   
2.1 Simulation Specifications 
The simulation box initially contains N = (20)3 = cubic cells, each of side length 1.12246σ.  Each cell 
contains either spherical E particles of diameter 1.12246σ or 125 smaller spheres each of diameter 
1.12246σ/5 which replace an H particle of equal volume.  A fraction p=NH/(NH+NE) of the particles are 
tagged H for magnetostrictive while the rest a tagged as E for piezoelectric.  Per [1] initially the hard-
shell simulation contains only particle modeled as spheres and is run in three stages to allow the particles 
to be well mixed, but also to attain a final packing fraction f = 0.64 at which random close packed 
particles jam or undergo a glass transition [24] [25] [26] .  The first stage is the mixing (MIX) stage where 
particles are mixed at a low packing fraction of f = 0.5236 (corresponding to the crystalline simple cubic 
lattice) to allow sufficient space for complete mixing.  In the second stage, referred to as equilibration 
(EQU), the particle size is scaled up (by increasing σ in the Leonard-Jones potential) to increase the 
packing fraction to an intermediate value where the particles are allowed to equilibrate without jamming 
[24].  In the third or gelation (GEL) stage, the particles are again grown so that the packing fraction 
reaches the jamming or glass transition [25] [26] value of f = 0.64.  After the three stages MIX, EQU, and 
GEL are completed, the H particles are replaced with deformable cubical clusters with each cube 
containing 125 smaller spheres (Fig. 3), and where each smaller sphere is modeled with a Leonard-Jones 
sigma value of 1.22246/5 = 0.22492.  The procedure is codified in a series of See Appendix C. regarding 
LAMMPS input scripts which are inclused in Appendix C. 
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Post processing calculations for computing the coordination numbers (c.n.) and radii of gyration (Rg) 
are performed with programs written in PERL and C included in Appendices A and B where the 
algorithms (dist9M.c and zapM.c) were developed and used to measure percolation between deformed H 
clusters, similar to the algorithm zap2.c used to measure hard-sphere percolation in [1], but modified to 
compute the smallest distance between all possible contact points between separate clusters.  See 
Appendices A and B program for details.   
 
2.2 Two Dimensional Particles Dynamics 
Although this study involves full three dimensional simulations, the results of two dimensional 
simulations are easier to visualize, thus two dimensional simulations were initially performed to see if 
particle clusters diffuse around larger spherical particles in a way that mimics particle deformation that 
occurs during sintering.  Fig. 2 illustrates that H clusters deform and diffuse in a way supporting the goals 
of this study, which is to explore the effect of particle deformation on the percolation threshold and inter-
phase mechanical contact.   It can be seen that after some time that the colored circles (H phase clusters) 
deform and fill the interstitial spaces between the hard blue spheres (E phase).  This is accomplished by 
slowly growing all particles in both phases in small discrete steps at the same rate until the interstitial 
spaces are filled and the packing fraction approaches one.   The packing fraction defined as f = 
(VH+VE)/Vbox where VH, VE, and Vbox refer to the volume of the H phase, E phase, and simulation box, 
respectively. 
            




3. Three Dimensional Particle Dynamics 
This study involves two parts.  The first part is to simulate the mixing of magnetostrictive H and 
piezoelectric E powders, where the H clusters are modeled as small cubes, each composed of 125 small 
spheres per cube (Fig. 3).  Each small sphere in a H cluster is modeled using the Leonard-Jones “6-12” 
potential, and all E particles are also modeled as hard-shell spheres using the Leonard-Jones “6-12” 
potential with modeling parameters σ and ε adjusted to reflect smaller size (Diameter = 1.12246σ/5) and 
interaction energy well depth (ε) of the125 particles that make up each H cluster.   The particles within 
each cube are allowed to move for a short time (Sect. 3.1) until the spheres are in a random configuration 
but still close enough to each other to constitute a cluster as shown in Fig. 4.  Once the dense but random 
configuration of small spheres as shown in Fig. 4 is achieved, the motion is stopped (Sect. 3.1), and the 
collection of smaller spheres, referred to as clusters, and are regarded as equivalent to a continuous matter 
distribution (Fig. 5). 
 
                              
Fig. 3.  Left: Hard-sphere GEL configuration for system without affinity (Noa) from [1].  Right: All H-





Fig. 4.  H clusters deform and diffuse to fill the interstitial space between E phase spheres. 
 
Fig. 5.  Continuum of matter is replaced by 125 discrete particles in a cluster. 
 
3.1 Stopping Time 
During actual sintering, particle shape change (due to diffusion and surface migration) stops when the 
local gradient of the chemical potential between diffusing species becomes exhausted [2] [3] [4].  In 
addition, in actual sintering, mass transport (involving phase change) mostly occurs over small distances 
relative to particle size in a compacted powder mix [2].  Therefore, in the simulation particle migration 
should be restricted to local movement only.  However, in the present simulation and taking into account 
that the Leonard-Jones potential represents a frictionless elastic potential, mass transport would never stop 
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unless dampening or a reduction in kinetic energy are introduced.  Therefore, in this study, to avoid 
excessive mass transport, an end-of-simulation condition is chosen to restrict the amount of medium- and 
long-range matter transport to under 25% of all matter in any given cluster. 
In order for the clusters to simulate a continuous mass, the spheres in each cluster must be relatively 
close to each other.  The radius of gyration is defined in Sect. 4.2 to characterize the size of the clusters.   
Then if any sphere in a cluster exceeds a distance greater than 2×Rg from that cluster’s center of mass  
(Fig. 6) then for the purpose of computing percolation those small spheres are not counted as part of the 
continuous distribution, but are still used to compute the coordination number c.n. (Sect. 4.3).  It can be 
seen in Table 3 that on the average the percent of small spheres outside 2×Rg are less than 25% for a 




Fig. 6.  Particles at a distance greater than 2×Rg from cluster center of mass are excluded from electrical 
percolation calculations   
 
3.2 Range Calculations 
A key parameter needed to compute both the intra-phase H-H percolation and the H-H or H-E 
coordination numbers is the maximum range Rm (in distance units of σ) allowed between the centers of 
two particles such that the particles are considered connected, such that the c.n. is computed at Rm.  There 
are three distinct situations for calculating range.  The first (Fig. 7a.) is the electrical contact distance 
between H hard-shell spheres given by equation (1) where D is the diameter of H phase sphere = 
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1.12246σ, SF is the scaling factor = (f/0.5236) 1/3  per Sect. 3.2.1 and QT is the quantum tunneling factor 
= (1+5/100) = 1.05 per Section 3.2.2.           
Quantum tunneling (QT) considers the effect that classically isolated conducting particles may still be 
electronically connected due to the wave nature of charge carriers [28] [30].  Quantum tunneling is 
estimated to be 5 nm [27] [28] [30].  Therefore, for 100 nm diameter particles, the QT factor per 
equations (1-3) is 1.05.   The scaling factor (SF) in equations (1-3) is a factor applied to sigma (σ) in the 
Leonard-Jones inter-particle potential to maintain the packing fraction at the random close packed critical 
value of f = 0.64,0.675, 0.73, 0.755 which are the particle densities above which jamming or glass 
transition occurs and motion becomes arrested for RH/RE = 1,2,3,4 respectively [31] [32] (section 3.2.1).   
In this way the electrical contact range is calculated with equation (1).  
The second range (Fig. 7b.) computed via equation (2) is the mechanical contact range which measure 
the distance between any small spheres in an H cluster and a nearby E particle.  For the mechanical 
contact range per equation (2), no quantum tunneling is involved and the distance between the particles 
centers is simply 3/5 the diameter of an E particle.   
The third range, given by equation (3), is the electrical contact distance between deformed H-clusters.  
In this case, the distance between the surfaces of two H clusters is D×QT-D (Fig. 7c.), and the additional 
distance between the centers of 2 smaller spheres within each cluster is D/5.   Thus the total electrical 
distance between H particle centers is SF×[D×QT-D + D/5] scaled up by the scaling factor SF as 
explained above.  Range distance between particles centers used in this study are reported in Table 1. 
 
3.2.1 Scaling factor SF 
For mixing, particles are sized to attain a packing fraction (f) that allows adequate room for mixing 
below glass transition or jamming packing fraction [24] [25].  After mixing, all particles are scaled up in 
size obtain the packing fraction for adequate particle deformation which corresponds to a compacted 
powder mix.  Let r1 be the particle radius before scaling and r2 be the particle radius after scaling.  For 
equally sized particles (RH/RE=1), to increase the packing fraction to from f = 0.5236 to f =0 .64 for a 
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fixed box volume Vbox, r1 must be increased such that (4/3) π (r2)3 / (4/3) π (r1)3 = 0.64/0.5236.  This 
means that r2 = (0.64/0.5236)1/3 × r1 = SF×r1.  Therefore, the scaling factor (SF) for RH/RE=1 is calculated 
as SF = (0.64/0.5236)1/3 = 1.069203.  In Table 1, SF = (f/0.5236)1/3 where f is the packing fraction 
reported. 
 
3.2.2 Quantum tunneling 
Quantum tunneling is an effect whereby electric charge can jump a space between conductive but 
spacially particles which is forbidden by classical mechanics [28].    Quantum tunneling is reported to 
range from 3 nm [28] to 10 nm [29] between conducting particles in a non-conducting matrix.  As 
explained in [1], if two conducting particles are at most 5 nm or closer, then there is a high likelihood of 
quantum tunneling between the two conducting particles.  For H particle with diameter of 100 nm, the 
conductivity distance used to evaluate percolation between particles centers is increased by a factor of 
(100 + 5/100) = 1.05.  
 
                      
(a)  H-H electrical   (b)  H-E mechanical  (c) H-H cluster electrical 
Equation (1)   Equation (2)   Equation (3) 
Fig. 7.  Illustrations for range calculations given by equations 1-3. 
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Table 1.  Range calculations (Rm) as functions of f, SF, QT per equations 1-3 used to compute different 
coordination numbers (c.n.) and the percolation thresholds (ρc). 
c.n. = coordination number evaluated at Rm 
f = packing fraction (sect. 4.1) 
SF = scaling factor (sect. 3.2.1) 
QT = quantum tunneling (sect. 3.2.2) 
Rm = range of connectivity (sect. 3.2, equations 1-3) 
ρc = H-H percolation threshold 
* = See Chapter 2, Section 2.5 
parameter f SF QT Rm 
c.n.H-H (RH/RE=1) 0.64 1.0692 1.05 * 
c.n.H-H (RH/RE=2) 0.675 1.08835 1.05 * 
c.n.H-H (RH/RE=3) 0.73 1.11714 1.05 * 
c.n.H-H (RH/RE=4) 0.755 1.12975 1.05 * 
c.n.H-E (RH/RE=1) 0.64 1.0692 1 1.2 
c.n.H-E(RH/RE=2) 0.675 1.08835 1 0.92 
c.n.H-E(RH/RE=3) 0.73 1.11714 1 0.84 
c.n.H-E(RH/RE=4) 0.755 1.12975 1 0.79 
c.n.H-E (cluster) 0.64 1.0692 1 0.72 
c.n.H-H (cluster) 0.64 1.0692 1.05 0.25 
perc.  ρc (RH/RE=1)  0.64 1.0692 1.05 1.26 
perc.  ρc (RH/RE=2) 0.675 1.08835 1.05 1.28 
perc.  ρc (RH/RE=3) 0.73 1.11714 1.05 1.32 
perc.  ρc (RH/RE=4) 0.755 1.12975 1.05 1.33 
perc.  ρc (clusters) 0.64 1.0692 1.05 0.3 
 
3.3 Process and Thermodynamics 
All simulations of deformable phases in this study begin with H and E particles located in space as 
per configuration in the GEL stage of hard-shell simulations performed in [1].  One such initial 
configuration of H and E particles is shown on the left of Fig. 3.  Next, the H hard spheres are replaced 
with cubical clusters each containing 125 smaller Leonard-Jones spheres.  
It was found initially that replacing spheres with deformable cubes at the locations occupied by the 
precursor hard-shell H spheres resulted in simulation failure because portions of the cubes invaded the E 
hard-shell boundaries, causing excessive potential energy above the tollerance for the LAMMPS  
simulation software [23].  To solve this problem, the small spheres making up the deformable cubes were 
reduced in size until the cubes have time to deform into appropriate spherical clusters.  The small spheres 
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were then allowed to equilibrate for a short period of time, and then they were slightly scaled up in size 
by increasing the Leonard-Jones distance parameter σ and adjusting the energy parameter ε.  The system 
was then allowed to equilibrate.  This process of sudden but incremental scaling followed by short time 
equilibration was repeated until all particles were at the required size to restore the packing fraction (f = 
VE+VH/Vbox) and volume ratio p=VH/(VE+VH) to the same values they had before the H particles were 
replaced with deformable cubes, where VH and VE equal the total volume taken up by the H and E phases 
respectively [1].  Energy fluctuation during the simulation of particle deformation is shown in Fig. 8.   
The potential energy (PE) is discontinuous because the size of all particles both H and E are increased 
suddenly at each discontinuity.   This increase in PE causes a corresponding increase in kinetic energy 
(KE) as shown Fig. 8.   
 
  
      Fig. 8.  “×” is Kinetic Energy    “+” is Potential Energy 
 
4. Characterization and Measurement 
The techniques used for characterization and measurement of particle deformation and inter-phase 
mechanical contact are described in this section. 
4.1 Packing fraction 
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The packing fraction (f) is the volume of all solid matter relative to the volume of the simulation box. 
𝑓 = 𝑉𝐸+𝑉𝐻
𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑥
      (4) 
The volume ratio (ρ) is the volume of the H phase relative to the volume of the simulation box. 
𝜌 = 𝑉𝐻
𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑥
= 𝑓 × 𝑝    (5) 
The volume fraction (p) is the volume of the H phase relative to the volume of all the solid matter. 
𝑝 = 𝑉𝐻
𝑉𝐻+𝑉𝐸
      (6) 
 
4.2 Radius of Gyration 
The radius of Gyration (Rg) is the distance representing the effective rotational inertia of a 
distribution of point masses located at distances ri with respect to the distribution’s center of mass given 




∑ (𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑐𝑚)2𝑛𝑖=1      (7) 
In this study, the radius of gyration is used to represent the elongated shape of the clusters as they 
deviate from the spherical shape.  By way of comparison, the radius of gyration of H and E perfect 
spheres with diameter 2×R=1.12246σ is Rg=0.775×R=0.435σ (σ is a natural unit of distance in Leonard-
Jones units).  A cylinder of radius R and equal volume to an E or H sphere has a radius of gyration such 
that (Rg)2 = R2 /2 + (4/3R)2 /12, so that Rg = 0.452σ.  It can be seen that the Rg of a cylinder is larger than 
the Rg of a sphere of the same volume.  Thus, Rg provides an indication of a cluster’s deformation during 
the simulation pseudo-sintering (the effect of particle deformation on the percolation threshold during 
sintering). 
 
4.3 Coordination Number  
The coordination number (c.n.) [34] [36] [37] [38] [39] for a given particle is the number of contacts 
it has with other particles.  The average c.n. is the average coordination number of all particles in a given 
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class.   In crystallography [36], the lattice structure of a simple cubic lattice has a c.n. = 6, a body 
centered cubic lattice has a c.n. = 8, and the hexagonal closest packed has c.n. = 12.   In this study, we 
define two types of coordination numbers.  The first, CNHH (left Fig. 9), is the number of contacts the 
average H particle make with other H particles.  The other type of coordination number is labeled CNHE 
(right Fig. 9) which is the number of contacts the average H particle makes with other E particles. 
 
Fig. 9.  Illustration of intra-phase CNHH (left), and inter-phase CNHE (right) coordination. 
 
Per Fig. 9, CNHH characterizes the percolation paths an electrical signal could follow through the H 
phase.  Thus the higher the CNHH, the more likely the percolation threshold (ρc) will decrease.  CNHE 
characterizes the mechanical contact between the H and E phases, which is proportionate to the efficiency 
of mechanical energy transfer between the H and E phases. All small spheres belonging to a particular 
cluster may participate in the calculation for either coordination number regardless of their distance from 
the center of mass of the cluster.  The average c.n. for random close packed configurations of perfect 
spheres of equal size is reported to be approximately six [34] [38].  Higher c.n. values provide an 
indication of a lower percolation threshold and higher ME mechanical contact. 
 
5. Results 
5.1 Deformation of H Phase Around Rigid E Phase 
This section focuses on the effects of the deformation of H particles around rigid spherical E 
particles.  In Table 2, “RU” in the left most column stands for the initial configuration of particles used in 
this study taken after the GEL stage is completed in [1].  “Noa” stands for “No affinity” between any 
particles used to compute the initial GEL configuration per [1].  “Adh” stands for “Affinity” between H 
and E phase particles used to compute the initial GEL configuration per [1].  “ρc” represents the critical or 
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smallest volume ratio, ρ = VH/(Vbox) for which electrical H-H percolation is predicted.  VH is the volume 
of the H phase and Vbox is the total volume of the simulation box which for this study which is 
(20×1.12246σ) 3.  Rg is the radius of gyration in Leonard-Jones units of sigma σ.   
Furthermore in Tables 2 and 3, “Bonds” stands for the number of bonds between deformed H 
particles found during percolation.   “CNHH” stands for the coordination number of all H particles with 
respect to other H particles when all particles are modeled as hard-shell spheres with RH/RE=1 using data 
from [1].  CNHE1 through CNHE4 stands for the coordination number of all H particles with respect to 
surrounding E particles for RH/RE = 1,2,3,4 respectively.   It can be seen in Table 2 that the sum of 
CNHH and CNHE1 is approximately six which confirms the average coordination number of random 
close packed spheres of equal size [34] [37] [38].  Also in Table 2, it can also be seen that for the no inter-
particle (Noa) cases, the inter-phase H-H coordination CNHH is directly proportional to the percolation 
threshold ρc.  That is, as the H-H c.n. goes up or down, so does the H-H electrical percolation threshold.  
It can also be seen that the inter-phase particle coordination numbers CNHE1 to CNHE4 increases 
sharply with increasing difference in particle size RH/RE = 1 to 4.   
 




The effects of H particle deformation are reported in Table 3.  “A00/#” stands for no affinity between 
any particles, and “A12/#” stands for affinity between the H and E phase during the particle deformation. 
In all simulations, no H-H or E-E affinities are introduced, and  # stands for run number.  All runs were 
repeated three times.   The term “ %strys” stands for the percent of small spheres per cluster that have 
drifted away more than 2×Rg from the center of mass of a given cluster, which is used to stop the 
simulation at a preset value to avoid excessive long range mass transport.  “CNHH-M” stands for the 
average coordination number of all H clusters with respect to other H clusters.  “CNHE-M” stands for the 
average coordination number of all H clusters with respect to all neighboring E particles. 
 
Table 3.  Characterization of deformable H-clusters in simulation 
 
It can be seen in Table 3 that the percolation threshold for systems with H-E particle affinity (Adh) 
up to the GEL stage (Table 3, bottom half) is higher than the percolation threshold for systems with no 
affinity (Noa).  This reinforces the conclusion that H-E particle affinity increases the H-H percolation 
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threshold regardless of H particle deformation.  It may be seen in Table 3 that both the coordination 
CNHH-M and CNHE-M values have a relatively low spread about their average values.  Furthermore, the 
coordination number for the “A00” (No inter-phase affinity during deformation) and “A12” (H-E affinity 
during deformation) are very similar while the Rg values are almost the same in all cases.   This indicates 
that when particle deformation (represended by Rg) is used to limit the sintering time (section 3.1), the 
percolation threshold is relatively independent of how the particles reached their final geometrical state , 
i.e., particle clusters are independent of path taken in phase-space to arrive at their asymmetrical 
conformations in space. 
A comparison between the results of Tables 2 and 3 is presented in Table 4 where average values and 
their associated coefficients of variance (COV) from Tables 2 and 3 are reported.  It can be seen in Table 
4 that regardless of whether the H phase deformation is started from the hard-shell affinity (Adh) or non-
affinity (Noa) hard-shell configurations [1], the percolation threshold (ρc) drops from 0.243 to 0.143 (Noa 
conditions), and from 0.297 to 0.153 (Adh conditions) as the radius of gyration (Rg) increases from (Rg = 
0.435σ) for a perfect sphere to values of Rg between 0.591σ to 0.594σ for clusters of small asymmetrical 
spheroids (Fig. 10).   
In Fig. 11 a representative histogram of Rg values is shown for a case of no-affinity (Noa) at the hard-
shell GEL stage [1], followed by no-affinity (A00) particle deformation in this study.   It can be seen that 


















Fig. 10.  Cube clusters morph into spheroids. 
 
Fig. 11.   Histogram of radius of gyration (Rg) under Noa followed by A00 conditions. 
 
 
Per Table 4, it can be seen that the  coordination number  for  hard shells without particle deformation 
(CNHH)  have values between the values of 6 to 7 in approximate agreement with others who have 
studied the coordination of random close packed spheres [34] [37] [38].  This is true for both no-affinity 
(Noa) and affinity (Adh) conditions.  Also per Table 4, when H phase particle deformation is allowed, H-
H coordination increases from a value approximately 2 (CNHH hard-shell model) to values in the range 8 
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to 9 (CNHH-M pseudo-sintering model).  This indicates that the number of paths for electrical signal 
across the H phase has increased dramatically due to elongation of the clusters, and this increase in 
electrical percolation paths explains the reduction of H-H electrical percolation reported in Table 4, 
column 2.    Also per Table 4, CNHE (c.n. between the H and E phases) increases from approximately 4 
to values in the range 16 to 17.  This is a fourfold increase in mechanical contact between the H and E 
phases that has occurred when the H particles are deformed.  This is an encouraging finding as the 
optimum ME composite would be one that maximizes the H-E mechanical contact while minimizing H-
H electrical percolation, maximizing the percolation threshold. 
 
5.2 Deformation of E Phase Around Rigid H Phase 
This section focuses on the effects of deformation of E particles around rigid spherical H particles.   
Since the E phase constitutes the majority of the ME composite’s volume, it is not necessary to collect 
the E particles into small clusters.  The Scher-Zallen [35] invariant percolation threshold for a conducting 
phase (H) of spheres immersed in equally sized insulting (E) spheres is ρ = 0.154.  Barbero and Bedard 
[1] found that decreasing the size of the E phase to RH/RE = 3 could increase the percolation threshold to 
ρc = 0.297 or 0.243 depending on whether H-E particle affinity (Adh) is considered or not, respectively.  
In the affinity (Adh) case, at most 29.7% of the volume of the ME composite that does not percolate is 
composed of H phase.  Therefore, we assume that immersing larger spherical H particles in a random 
close packed continuum of smaller E particles is equivalent to deforming E particles to fill the interstitial 
space between rigid H particles. Results of simulation with the H and E hard-shell spheres as in [1] are 
shown in Fig. 12. 
In Fig. 12, the increase in the percolation threshold ρc versus the decrease in the size of the E phase is 
apparent.  However, somewhere between RH/RE = 3 to 4, the percolation threshold tapers off in the case 
of no affinity (Noa) between the H and E phases, and decreases for the case where the H and E phases 
experience short range affinity (Adh).  In light of decreases in percolation thresholds for both Noa and 
Adh cases, we postulate that the increase in the percolation threshold (ρc) is due to the smaller particles 
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moving to interstitial space between the H particles and hence separating the H particles away from each 
other.   However, when the E phase particles become too small, they can no longer push the H particles 
apart.  In addition, the deviation from a in the linear relationship between ρc and RH/RE between 3 and 4 
observed in Fig. 12 becomes more pronounced when there is H-E (Adh) affinity between the H and E 
particles.  This is because when two large H particles are both attracted to the same E particle, they are 
effectively attracted to each other, decreasing the distance between H phase particles, and thus decreasing 
the percolation threshold.  The pair-wise Leonard-Jones potential used in this model does not have any 
friction or lateral force components, so this decrease in the trend of increasing percolation threshold (ρc) 
versus RH/RE shown in Fig. 12 may not be so severe in practice because actual particles will experience 
frictional forces that may keep the smaller E particles from being pushed out of the way.   In the case 
where there is H-E particle affinity (Adh), because the L-J potential does not have any lateral force 
components, the E particles in this simulation can still be pushed into interstitial spaces between H 
particles and act as attractors within the H phase, closing the distances between H particles thus lowering 
the percolation threshold.  
 
Fig. 12.  Percolation threshold when both H and E phases are modeled as hard-shell spheres. 
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Fig. 13.  CNHE1-4 H-E inter-phase coordination number of hard-shell model. 
 
As previously mentioned, the coordination number c.n. is an indicator of mechanical contact because 
the higher the c.n., the larger the numbers of contacts between particles and thus the more efficient the 
energy transfer.  The predicted relationship between inter-phase ME mechanical contact (CNHE) and 
relative particle size RH/RE is shown in Fig. 13.  When the relative size of the E particles decreases with 
respect to the H particles the number of bonds between the E and H particles (CNHE) clearly increases.  
Therefore, we propose a simple qualitative parametric model (Fig. 14) that purports that  mechanical 
contact between H and E particles is of the same order of magnitude as the ratio of the surface area of a 
larger sphere centered at the H particle intersecting the cross sectional area of the smaller E particles at 
the E particle’s center.   Equation (8) is parametrically adjusted to fit the c.n. data per Fig. 13, where in 
equ. (8) D = the diameter of the H particles, and x = RH/RE the ratio of the H to E particle radii.  Fig. 14 
illustrates the derivation of equ. (8) where the c.n. × intersect area of the small sphere = the area of the 





















Fig. 15.  Polynomial curve fit of [44] Table 2. 
Liang [44 Table 2] produced a table of coordination numbers for a bi-disperse population of spheres 
as a function of relative particle size.  Curve fitting their results of coorination versus relative particle size 




6.  Conclusions 
In conclusion, we observed that the deformation of the electrically conducting, magnetostrictive H 
phase particles, which occurs in practice due to sintering, is likely to lower the percolation threshold in bi-
disperse ME composites because the deformed particles will be elongated (Higher Rg) and will also have 
more contact points (higher c.n.). Hence any electric signal will have a greater number of paths to travel 
across a magnetoelectric composite, thus diminishing the ME effect.   
We also observed that for spherical particles the inter-phase H-E coordination number (CNHE) is 
likely to increase quadratically as the piezoelectric H phase particles deform during sintering.  However, 
allowing the H phase particles to deform during sintering may counteract the ME enhancing effect of 
reducing E-phase relative particle size and thus lower the percolation threshold.  The simulation data 
suggest that the best way to raise the electrical percolation threshold ρc while maintaining a maximum 
mechanical ME coupling between the E and H phases is perhaps to use piezoelectric E particles at (3.5)-1 
the size of magnetostrictive H, and promote E and H particle affinity whenever possible.  Furthermore, 
during sintering, it seems better to promote deformation of the E phase while minimizing deformation of 
the H phase in order to maximize mechanical coupling and the electrical percolation threshold (ρc). 
We also observed that the radius of gyration (Rg) on average grows from Rg = 0.435σ for perfectly 
spherical particles to an average value of Rg = 0.592σ in all cases.  The simulation stops at less than 25% 
mass transport from each H particles center of mass in all cases but it also arrives at a the same increase in 
Rg of (0.5925-0.435)/0.435 ×100 = 6.85% for the same simulation run time (3800 time steps), implying a 
connection between sintering time and average extent of particle deformation. 
 Regarding pre-sintering particle mixing, numerous studies including [40] [41] [42] [43] report the 
phenomena of phase segregation when mixing particles of different sizes or mass, which is highly 
deleterious to the percolation threshold.  Therefore, it is required that the H and E phases be well mixed 
with each other prior to sintering.  In addition, we confirmed the results of  [34] [38] and others that the 
coordination number for random close packed hard-shell spheres is approximately between 5.9 and 6.7, 
and we propose a simplified qualitative model which predicts that the coordination number between bi-
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disperse spheres increases quadratically as a function of relative particles size (x=RH/RE) between the two 
species.   
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Extension of hard-shell methods from Chapter 2 applied to relative particle size of 
RH/RE = 1, 2, 3, 4 
 
1.0 Introduction 
This chapter describes what happens when the particle dynamics hard-shell methods in Chapter 2 are 
applied to two cases.  The first case is a continuation of the results per Chapter 2, but with the particle size 
ratio of RH/RE = 4.  The second case is where the E phase is divided into four equally sized subgroups, 
and each subgroup is at different particle size ranging from RH/RE = 1 to 4. 
2.0 Review of Chapter 2. 
In chapter 2 it was reported that at when the size of the piezoelectric E phase particles is reduced 
relative to the magnetostrictive H particles, the electrical intra-phase H-H percolation threshold (ρc) 
increases per Fig. 1.  It can be seen in Fig. 1 (repeated here from Fig. 4 Ch.2) that ρc increases linearly 
under no particles affinity conditions (Noa) and under H-E particle affinity conditions (Adh), but that the 
percolation threshold (ρc) has approximately a 25% increase relative to the no affinity (Noa) data. 
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Fig. 1.  Percolation threshold (ρc) versus particle size 
3.0 Methods and results for RH/RE = 4 
3.1 Methods 
The three stages MIX, EQU, and GEL used in Chapter 2 for RH/RE = 1, 2, 3 where in the MIX stage 
the all particles are mixed at a low packing fraction of f = 0.5236 for one million time steps from a 
temperature of 0.01 ε/kB to 0.02 ε/kB, then for nine million additional times at a constant temperature of 
0.2 ε/kB with periodic boundary conditions on (Appendix C).  In the subsequent EQU stage, the periodic 
boundary conditions are changed to reflective (momentum is reversed upon impact), and the inter-particle 
Leonard-Jones potential distance parameter sigma (σ) is increased so that the packing fraction is f = 
0.755× (20/21)3 = 0.652.  In the final GEL stage, the interaction between the walls and the particles is 
changed from reflective to Leonard-Jones walls so that the particles are compressed and the packing 
fraction is thus increased to f = 0.755 corresponding to the jamming packing fraction (Chapter 2).  In both 
the EQU and GEL stages the temperature is ramped from 0.02 to 0.01 ε/kB to allow only the effects from 
potential energy and stress between particles to determine final particle position.  In addition to the afore 
procedure described above (which is identical to Chapter 2) the following adjustments were made for 
simulations where RH/RE = 4.   The EQU stage was broken up into two 50 million time step blocks.  In 
y = 0.039x + 0.1156 
R² = 0.9976 
y = 0.0485x + 0.1408 
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the first block the mass of the H particles is 100 Leonard-Jones units, and the mass of the E particle is 
20.169 L-J.  This is followed by a second 50 million time step block where the mass of the H particles is 
100 but the mass of the E particles is 2.169 which is the correct relative mass of H to E based on size and 
molar weight.  This was done to slow down the smaller E particles for part of the run until the particles 
could equilibrate sufficiently, otherwise due to their small size the E particles would acquire velocities 
outside the tolerance levels of the LAMMPS software and fail.  The GEL stage is similarly broken up into 
two ten-thousand time step block where the mass of the E particles is increased by a factor of 10 in the 
first block and returned to its correct relative mass by size and molar weight relative to H in the second 
block (Appendix C). 
3.2 Results 
The question next is what happens if RH/RE is increased to 4?    The answer surprisingly is not a direct 
extension of the trend in Fig. 1.  Rather it can be seen in Fig. 2 that there is a dip in the trend per Fig. 1, 
and this dip is more severe under H-E affinity (Adh) conditions than with no affinity (Noa) conditions. 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Percolation threshold (ρc) extended to RH/RE =4 showing a dip in trend 
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An explanation for this deviation from linearity is shown in Fig. 3.  As the E phase (blue) particle size 
decreases relative to H, the E particles move in between the H particles, pushing the H particles apart.  
However, as the E particles continue to shrink relative to the H, the E can no longer push the H phase 
apart.  This implies a maximum relative size above which the percolation threshold between H particles 
will decrease rather than increase because the E particles may no longer separate the H particles because 
the E particles simply are too small and they are pushed into interstitial space (space remaining if H 
particles were touching)  where they cannot as readily separate H particles.  It is noted, however, in this 
simulation the Leonard-Jones pairs-wise particle potential used in this study does not allow for a lateral 
force or frictional component.  So, in practice under experimental conditions we would not expect the E 
particles to be as easily pushed out of the way because the E particles would experience friction. 
It is also apparent in Fig. 2 that this “dip” in the linear ρc vs. size trend is larger when there is an 
affinity between H and E particles.  This is because when two H particles are attracted to the same E 
particles they are also attracted to each other, and if attracted to each other they will become closer 
together thus reducing the percolation threshold (ρc). 
 
 
          RH/RE = 1    1 < RH/RE < 3.5  RH/RE > 3.5 
 







For RH/RE =4, Fig. 4 shows two radial distribution functions after the gelation stage (GEL) at a volume 
fraction of 30%  for a case of no particle affinity (Noa) (a) on the left, and with H-E particle affinity (b) 
on the right.  In theory,  if all particles were only in direct contact with their nearest neighbors then the 
center-to-center distance for the H particles would be D = 1.12246σ, the H-E center-to-center distance 
would be D/2 + D/8 = (5/8) × 1.12246 = 0.70154σ, and the center-to-center distance for E particles would 
be D/5 = 0. 22449σ.   It can be seen in Fig 4(a) (Noa) that the H-H center-to-center distance is 1.31σ, the 
H-E distance is 0.74σ, and the E-E distance is 0.34σ.  In Fig. 4(b) when H-E affinity is applied, the 
corresponding H-H center-to center distance is 1.31σ, the H-E distance is 0.74σ, and the E-E distance is 
0.31σ.  Therefore, there is no appreciable shift in peaks abscissa values when H-E affinity is invoked.   
The primary peaks for RH/RE = 2 and 3 also do not move when H-E affinity is applied.   However, in both 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, it is noticed that the H-H primary peak loses some area to the H-H secondary peak 
which grows, but the primary peak remains larger.  But in Fig. 6, the primary H-H peak looses sufficient 
area to the H-H secondary peak such that the secondary peak is then larger than the primary.  This 
reinforces the explanation per Fig. 3 how it is that the percolation threshold (ρc) is largest at RH/RE=3, 
which is that there must be a combination of steric effects (geometry) and particle forces that results in an 
optimal relative particle size that maximizes ρc.   
 
     
Fig. 4.  Radial Distribution Functions for H and E phases, p=0.3, RH/RE = 4 
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Fig. 5.  Radial Distribution Functions for H and E phases, p = 0.3, RH/RE = 2 
  
Fig. 6.  Radial Distributions Functions for H and E phases, p = 0.3, RH/RE = 3 
 
5.0 Supporting analysis and results for comparison of thermodynamics to Chapter 2 
Fig. 7 shows the potential and kinetic energy curves for the case no particle affinity where particle 
size is RH/RE = 4, and the volume fraction [VH / (VH + VE)] = 0.3.  The general character of the energy 
curves for RH/RE = 4 are the same as those reported for RH/RE =1, 2, 3 in chapter 2.  In the mixing stage, 
Fig 7 (left), periodic boundary conditions are on and the packing fraction is low where f = 0.5236.  This 
allows sufficient room for mixing and periodic boundary conditions particle segregation.  For the MIX 
stage, the temperature is ramped from 0.01 to 0.2 ε/kB (kB is the Boltzmann constant) for the first 
1,000,000 time steps, then the temperature is fixed at a constant value of 0.2 ε/kB for the remaining nine 
million time steps.  The initial temperature ramp from 0.01 to 0.2 ε/kB was done to equilibrate the 
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particles from their simple cubic lattice starting positions by allowing the particles to react only to forces 
from other particles before kinetic energy is introduced.   After one million time steps the particles are 
mixed at a relatively hot temperature of  0.2 ε/kB to ensure complete mixing.   In the equilibration stage 
(EQU) Fig. 7 (middle), the potential energy curve slowly increases indicating the particles are 
equilibrating as the stresses between particles are relaxed.  This occurs because the packing fraction while 
increased to f = 0.755 × (20/21) 3 = 0.65 is still below the jamming packing fraction of f = 0.755 [1] [2] in 
the case of RH/RE = 4.  For the gelation stage (GEL) Fig. 8 (right), the potential energy is becoming more 
negative indication gelation or glass transition to a solid state is occurring.   It may be noticed that the 
values of the potential energy for RH/RE = 4 is approximately 25% larger than equivalent values for RH/RE 
= 3 and approximately 10 times larger than equivalent values reported for RH/RE = 2 in chapter 2.  This is 
because the distance between the particle centers is smaller as RH/RE becomes larger, and while the 
Leonard-Jones sigma (σ) values was adjusted for each different particle size, the energy or Leonard-Jones 
well depth was left constant at 10ε during the GEL stage. 
 
 
   MIX         EQU           GEL 
Fig. 7.   Kinetic and Potential Energy during all three stages of mixing, equilibration and gelation for a 
sample case RH/RE = 4, no affinity (Noa), p = volume ratio = 0.3 
 
Fig. 8 shows a case of the spatial coordinates for a case with no particle affinity for p = 0.3 after the 
GEL stage for RH/RE = 4 were it can be seen the particles are well mixed.  As in chapter 2 for RH/RE = 1, 
2, 3 complete inter-phase mixing is required to maximize the percolation threshold and avoid particle 
segregation [3] [4] [5].   
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Fig. 8.  Image of hard-shell particle simulation after GEL stage with no particle affinity and volume 
ratio p = 0.3      Left: Both H (red) and E (blue) articles.   Right: H only showing particles well mixed 
 
Shown in Fig. 9, for all simulations is the average local volume fraction (pa) which is the volume of 
H phase per volume of both phases in a small sphere of radius 2D about every H particle.  The pa is close 
to the global volume fraction (pc) corresponding to the smallest ρc where D = 1.12246σ.  As can be seen 
in Fig. 9 that pa is close to pc (lowest global volume fraction where percolation occurs) for all cases.  Thus 




Fig. 9.  Average local volume fraction (pa) (std. dev. three trials) is statistically equal to the global 
volume fraction             pc = VH / VH+VE  
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6.0 Results and analysis for mixture of all particle size ratios in single simulation  
Fig. 10 show a case after the GEL stage, for no affinity, and volume fraction p = 0.3 where all 
particles sizes are mixed together in equal amounts.  That is for a given volume fraction of H, the 
remaining E particles are divided into 4 groups for RH/RE = 1, 2, 3, 4, and each group constitutes 25% of 
the particles out of the E phase.  Fig. 11 shows the corresponding radial distribution function and kinetic 
and potential energy curves for the simulation results shown in Fig. 10.  The radial distribution functions 
and energy curves in Fig. 11 are similar to others for individual particle size ratios (RH/RE) in chapter 2, 
and verify the expected inter-particle distances and the arrest of particle motion as expected during the 
gelation stage.   The percolation threshold ρc is plotted versus the packing fraction rather than the size 
ratio (RH/RE) because in this case RH/RE is indeterminate.   However, per Fig. 11, the percolation 
threshold (ρc) is lower than would be expected based on comparison to the other cases for RH/RE = 1, 2, 3.  
It is hypothesized this is because the solutions for mixture of all particles form a superposition of 
solutions for each individual case.  Therefore, the percolation threshold can be any value previous 
reported for single particle ratio cases.  In this case, mixing all particles sizes together results in a 
percolation threshold landing somewhere between the RH/RE = 1 to 2.   It is concluded that allowing a 
mixture of all particles sizes diminishes the effects of reduced relative particles size and inter-phase H-E 
particle affinity.  
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Fig. 10.  Post GEL stage results for all sizes RH/RE = 1,2,3,4 each in equal number perportions of 
25% of all E phase particles 
 
 
   
Fig. 11.  (left) radial distribution function and (right) kinetic and potential energy curves 
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Conclusions and future work 
 
1.0 Conclusions  
1.1 Conclusions based on particulate hard shell only simulations 
Based upon the results from chapters 2 and 4, as the piezoelectric E particle size decreases relative to 
the magnetostrictive H particles, the inter-phase H-H electrical percolation threshold increases because 
the E particles are  interposing between the H particles.  Further, particle affinity and short range 
attraction between the H and E particles facilitates a mechanism whereby the larger H particles are 
covered or painted with smaller E particles, so that particle affinity also increases the percolation 
threshold.  However, if the smaller E particles become too small, their ability to interpose between and 
separate the H particles is diminished because rather the E particles get pushed into interstitial space  
(space between spheres in contact).  Therefore, it is concluded that to maximize the percolation threshold 
the ratio of the radii of the larger to smaller particles size should be RH/RE = 3.5.  In addition, the spread 
of particles size about this optimal size of 3.5 should be as narrow as possible. 
 
1.2 Conclusions regarding particle deformation 
Based upon the results from chapter 3, the shape of the magnetostrictive H phase that minimizes 
percolation thus maximizing the percolation threshold is spherical.   Even a modest amount of 
deformation such as demonstrated when the radius of gyration grew from 0.435σ to 0.592σ  for deformed 
H particles in chapter 3 is sufficient to decrease the percolation threshold by a factor of  approximately 2, 
and in practice experimentally probably by a factor of 5 or more.  However, deformation of the 
piezoelectric E phase around rigid spherical H particles, on the other hand, will increase the percolation 
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threshold.  Therefore, to maximize the magnetoelectric (ME) effect an optimal choice of relative particle 
sizes and particles affinities is required. 
 
1.3 General recommendations for applications of the results of this study  
Based upon the results of this study, in practice it is implied that for a magnetostrictive H particles of 
size 100 nm, a monodisperse distribution of E particles with E particles (3.5) -1 the size of the H particles 
is optimal for maximizing the ME effect.  On the other hand, maximization of mechanical contact 
between the E and H phases occurs the larger the particle size ratio RH/RE is.   In addition, across all cases 
of particles size, particle affinity between the H and E phases universally pushes the magnetostrictive 
percolation threshold up.   Therefore, the following are suggested to minimize the conductive percolation 
or conductivity across the magnetostrictive H phase of a magnetoelectric composite while maximizing the 
magnetoelectric (ME) effect. 
1. Mix the particles completely during the pre-sintering or mixing stage sufficiently to avoid phase 
particle separation that may occur as a result of particle dynamics and rheology. 
2. Use an asymmetric relative size distribution of particles sizes with a sharp drop off in relative 
particles sizes RH/RE < 3.5, but with a longer tail on the right side of the particle distribution for 
particles RH/RE > 3.5 to maximize magnetoelectro mechanical contact. 
3. Perform sintering maintaining the temperature below the melting points of both the 
magnetostrictive and piezoelectric precursor phases, but if possible with an H precursor melting 
temperature above the E phase melting point. 
4. Maximize inter-phase H-E affinity whenever possible, perhaps with a binding agent during 







2.0 Future work 
The results of these simulations were based upon the Leonard-Jones potential energy function which 
only has a radial component and is frictionless.  Therefore, an improvement to the methods employed 
here would be to use a granular potential [1] [2] where both friction and lateral forces between all 
particles as well as angular moment of all particles would be incorporated into the particulate simulation 
model in LAMMPS [3-6]. 
In chapter 2 it was shown that up to a certain critical particle size ratio RH/RE = 3.5, the percolation 
threshold of the larger particulate phase increases linearly, but after this critical size ratio, the linear trends 
dips.   The nature of this dip in the trend and particular critical value at which it occurs bears further 
investigation.  With a granular potential for incorporating friction into the simulations, using incremental 
steps of RH/RE values of 3, 3.2 up to 5.0 additional simulations could be conducted to flesh out the details 
of how and why the percolation threshold falls.  Granular simulations could be developed by varying both 
the particle affinity and the run times and temperatures which should be mapped to corresponding 
experimental measurements strengthening the methods used in this study’s ability to predict the outcomes 
of practical experiments. 
Quantum tunneling [7], the ability of electrons to tunnel through classically forbidden regions and the 
wave nature of conductivity was assumed in this study to be of fixed effect with an increase in 
conductivity range of 5 nm between two insulated particles.   Although based on other results [8] [9] [10], 
this is a valid but undeveloped assumption.  In actuality, electron transport depends on many factors like 
the quantum orbitals of constituent atoms and the capacitive dielectric properties between molecules, and 
to this end, Boltzmann particle transport theory [11] and the phenomena of quantum electron hopping [8] 
[12] [13] could be incorporated to adapt this work for the effects of quantum mechanics. 
Per [2] [14], the phenomena of dynamic segregation as a result of particle flow and rheology presents 
a problem to the goal of maximizing the magnetostrictive percolation threshold.  Therefore, additional 
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studies should be conducted to find the optimal experimental technique needed to maximize the isolation 
of the H phase particles during the “pre-sintering” phase of ME composite preparation. 
Finally, the processes of sintering (increasing particle contact and material density) such as applying 
pressure and temperature in solid state  methods, or use of binding agents in liquid sintering, or  the use of 
electricity and or microwaves  are varied and extensive [15] [16].   Each technique as emphasizes 
different factors such as the interplay between coarse graining and densification [16].  Additional studies 
should be conducted to explore the applications of varied and clever sintering methods to the problem of 
optimizing the magnetoelectric effect. 
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Appendix A.  Programs used in hard-shell modeling (Chapter 2 [1]) 
 
The following list is one example of the order in which the programs in this appendix were run to 
produce the output in [Bar17].  All programs in this appendix were run on a model ASUS 2.53 GHZ 
running 64 bit Windows 7 Home Premium 2009.   LAMMPS © was run on the West Virginia University 
High Performance Cluster running a UNIX operating system.  
 
<p> is inline parameter for volume fraction. 
<Rm> is inline parameter for maximum center to center distance or range wherein particles are 
connected.  
 
Run program   Explanation       Page 
1. pmpe4.c <p>  Produce set of input coordinates for RH/RE=4.                   87                                             
   p = number fraction = NH / (NH + NE) 
2. lammps <  input_MIX.txt Run Lammps.  See appendix C for MIX scripts 
3. cvt_dmp_inp2.pl Convert output Lammps dump file to input data file.  90 
4. lammps <  input_EQU.txt Run  Lammps. See appendix C for EQU script    
5. cvt_dmp_inp3.pl Convert  output dump file to input data file.   92 
6. lammps < GEL.txt Run Lammps. See appendix C for GEL script 
7. filt_coords_PM-2.pl Strip unnecessary information from dump file.   95 
8. filt_coords_PE-2.pl Strip unnecessary information from dump file.   96 
9. filt_coords_PM-R.pl Strip unnecessary information from dump file.   97 
10. dist3.c <Rm>  Create file of bond pairs. Rm= connection radius.  Rm = maximum range 
between centers of particles wherein particles are connected.    98 
11. zap2.c <Rm>  Recurse through bond pairs and evaluate percolation.  99 
86 
12. CNHH.c <Rm>  Calculate c.n. for all H particles with respect to other H particles.  102 
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Programs used in Chapter 2 
 
/* 
pmpe4.c 14 Dec 16  J.Bedard  
Purpose: Produce random random coordinates when RH/RE = 4/1 
Usage: pmpe4 <vol_fract%>  
*/ 
 
# include <stdio.h> 
# include <stdlib.h> 
# include <math.h> 
# include <string.h> 
 
int Box1(float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float dz,int 
ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1); 
 
int Box2(float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float dz,int 
ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1); 
 
int Box4(float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float dz,int 
ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1); 
 
 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
 
FILE *fp1;  fp1=fopen("data1.dat","w"); 
 
int   i,j,k,atoms,chg,sx,sy,sz,ndx,typ,Q,PM; 
int   atoms2; 
float sdx,sdy,sdz,dx,dy,dz,x,y,z,prc,Vf; 




strcpy(str,argv[1]);   prc  = atof(str);   
/* strcpy(str,argv[2]);   offset  = atoi(str); */    
 
/* CONSTANTS & <<COMPILE */ 
  dx  = 1.12246;  dy  = dx;     dz = dx;    
  ndx = 1;        typ = 1;       Q = 0; 
  x   = dx/2.0;   y = dy/2.0;    z = dz/2.0;   
  sx  = 20;       sy  = sx;     sz  = sx; 
   
  sdx=sx*dx;     sdy = sdx;     sdz = sdx; 
 
  atoms=sx*sy*sz; 
  atoms2 = (int)((prc*atoms + 64.0*(1.0-prc)*atoms)+0.5); 
  chg  = (int)((prc*atoms)+0.5);  /* closest integer */ 
 
fprintf(fp1,"\n\n   %d atoms\n\n",atoms2); 
88 
fprintf(fp1,"2 atom types\n"); 
fprintf(fp1,"1 bond types\n"); 
fprintf(fp1,"12 extra bond per atom\n\n"); 
fprintf(fp1,"  0.00  %7.4f  xlo xhi\n",sdx); 
fprintf(fp1,"  0.00  %7.4f  ylo yhi\n",sdy); 






  for(j=1;j<=sy;j++) 
  { 
    for(i=1;i<=sx;i++) 
    { 
      if(x>sdx) x=dx/2.0;  /* reset if edge passed */ 
      if(y>sdy) y=dy/2.0; 
      if(z>sdz) z=dz/2.0; 
 
      /* if(ndx>chg) typ=2; */ 
      rnd = (float) rand()/RAND_MAX; /* 0..1 */ 
      rnd = 0.9*rnd;                 /* overshoot */ 
      if((rnd<=prc)&&(PM<chg))  
        {typ=1; PM++;} 
      else          
        typ=2; 
      atoms++;  
      
      if(typ==1) ndx=Box1(x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1); 
      else       ndx=Box4(x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1); 
           
      x = x + dx; 
    } 
    y = y + dy; 
  } 
  z = z + dz; 
} 
 
printf("chg atoms2 prc %d  %d  %f\n",chg,atoms2,prc); 
Vf = (float)PM/(float)atoms; 





/* cell contains 1 sphere */ 
int Box1(float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float dz,int 
ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1) 
{ 
   
  fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,ndx,typ,Q,x,y,z); 





int Box2(float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float dz,int 
ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1) 
{ 
  int   i,j,k; 
  float x2,y2,z2; 
 
  x2=x; y2=y; z2=z;    /* always adjust from initial xyz */ 
  dx = dx/2.0;  dy = dy/2.0;  dz = dz/2.0;  
 
  x=x2+dx; y=y2+dy; z=z2+dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,ndx,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; x=x2+dx; y=y2+dy; z=z2-dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,ndx,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; x=x2+dx; y=y2-dy; z=z2+dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,ndx,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; x=x2+dx; y=y2-dy; z=z2-dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,ndx,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
 
  ndx++; x=x2-dx; y=y2+dy; z=z2+dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,ndx,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; x=x2-dx; y=y2+dy; z=z2-dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,ndx,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; x=x2-dx; y=y2-dy; z=z2+dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,ndx,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; x=x2-dx; y=y2-dy; z=z2-dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,ndx,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; 




int Box4(float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float dz,int 
ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1) 
{ 
  int   i,j,k; 
  float x2,y2,z2; 
 
  x2=x; y2=y; z2=z;    /* always adjust from initial xyz */ 
  dx = dx/4.0;  dy = dy/4.0;  dz = dz/4.0;  
 
  x=x2+dx; y=y2+dy; z=z2+dz; 
    ndx=Box2(x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1); 
  x=x2+dx; y=y2+dy; z=z2-dz; 
    ndx=Box2(x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1); 
  x=x2+dx; y=y2-dy; z=z2+dz; 
    ndx=Box2(x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1); 
  x=x2+dx; y=y2-dy; z=z2-dz; 
    ndx=Box2(x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1); 
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  x=x2-dx; y=y2+dy; z=z2+dz; 
    ndx=Box2(x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1); 
  x=x2-dx; y=y2+dy; z=z2-dz; 
   ndx=Box2(x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1); 
  x=x2-dx; y=y2-dy; z=z2+dz; 
   ndx=Box2(x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1); 
  x=x2-dx; y=y2-dy; z=z2-dz; 
    ndx=Box2(x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1); 






# cvt_dmp_inp2.pl 8Nov16 J.B.  
# Purpose: convert dump file from MIX state to data2.dat for EQU stage 





# ***COMPILE INPUT>> 
$TIMESTEP = 10000000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 5000000; 
  
$atoms0 = 8000; 
 
#$sdx   = 22.4493; $sdy   = $sdx;  $sdz   = $sdx; 
#$ldx   = 0.00;    $ldy   = $ldx;  $ldz   = $ldx; 
 
$sdx   = 22.6; $sdy   = $sdx;   $sdz   = $sdx; 
$ldx   = -0.1; $ldy   = $ldx;   $ldz   = $ldx; 
 




open F2,"> data2.dat"    or die $!; 
 
$prc = $i/100.0;  
$M=(1.0-$prc)/4.0; 
#****COMPILE INPUT*** 
$atoms2 = $atoms0; 
#$atoms2 = floor(($prc*$atoms0 + 8.0*(1.0-$prc)*$atoms0)+0.5); 
#$atoms2 = floor(($prc*$atoms0 + 27.0*(1.0-$prc)*$atoms0)+0.5); 
#$atoms2 = floor(($prc*$atoms0 + 64.0*(1.0-$prc)*$atoms0)+0.5); 
#$atoms2 = floor(($prc*$atoms0 + (1+8+27+64)*$M*$atoms0)+0.5); 
 
printf("atoms atoms2= %d %d\n",$atoms0,$atoms2); 
 
# header for lammps input files 
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  print F2 "\n\n    ",$atoms2," atoms\n\n"; 
#*** COMPILE >>  2 or 5 
  print F2 "2 atom types\n"; 
  print F2 "1 bond types\n"; 
  print F2 "12 extra bond per atom\n\n"; 
  print F2 $ldx,"  ",$sdx,"  xlo xhi\n"; 
  print F2 $ldy,"  ",$sdy,"  ylo yhi\n"; 
  print F2 $ldz,"  ",$sdz,"  zlo zhi\n"; 
  print F2 "\n\nAtoms\n\n"; 
 
open F1,"< dump_PM.dump" or die $!; 
 
### echo coordinates ### 
# skip input lines until time step discovered  
  do {  
        @words = split; 
        $_=<F1>; 
     }  
  until(/$TIMESTEP/ and $words[1]=~/TIMESTEP/); 
 
# skip next 8 lines leaving line pointer at first line of coords  
  foreach my $i (1..8) { $_=<F1>;};  
 
$mx=0;  $my=0;  $mz=0; $atoms=0; 
 
# echo remaining lines until new state found 
  do{   
      @words = split; 
      if($words[4]>$mx) {$mx = $words[4];} 
      if($words[5]>$my) {$my = $words[5];} 
      if($words[6]>$mz) {$mz = $words[6];} 
      print F2 $_;  $_=<F1>; $atoms++; 
    }  




open F3,"< dump_PE.dump" or die $!; 
 
### echo coordinates ### 
# skip input lines until time step discovered  
  do {  
        @words = split; 
        $_=<F3>; 
     }  
  until(/$TIMESTEP/ and $words[1]=~/TIMESTEP/); 
 
# skip next 8 lines leaving line pointer at first line of coords  
  foreach my $i (1..8) { $_=<F3>;};  
 
# echo remaining lines until new state found 
  do{   
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      @words = split; 
      if($words[4]>$mx) {$mx = $words[4];} 
      if($words[5]>$my) {$my = $words[5];} 
      if($words[6]>$mz) {$mz = $words[6];} 
      print F2 $_;  $_=<F3>; $atoms++; 
    }  
  until(!/^[0-9]/); 
 
close F3;  
 
printf "prc atoms = %f %d\n",$prc,$atoms; 











# cvt_dmp_inp3.pl 8Nov16   J.B.   
# Purpose: convert dump from EQU stage to data3.dat for GEL stage 





$TIMESTEP = 0; 
#$TIMESTEP = 100000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 50000;   #dir:A2 RR4 
$atoms0 = 8000; 
$sdx   = 22.4492; 
$sdy   = $sdx;    
$sdz   = $sdx; 
 




open F2,"> data3.dat"    or die $!; 
 
$prc = $i/100.0;  
$M=(1.0-$prc)/4.0; 
#***COMPILE INPUT>> 
$atoms2 = $atoms0; 
#$atoms2 = floor(($prc*$atoms0 + 8.0*(1.0-$prc)*$atoms0)+0.5); 
#$atoms2 = floor(($prc*$atoms0 + 27.0*(1.0-$prc)*$atoms0)+0.5); 
#$atoms2 = floor(($prc*$atoms0 + 64.0*(1.0-$prc)*$atoms0)+0.5); 
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#$atoms2 = floor(($prc*$atoms0 + (1+8+27+64)*$M*$atoms0)+0.5); 
 
printf("atoms atoms2= %d %d\n",$atoms0,$atoms2); 
 
# header for lammps input files 
  print F2 "\n\n    ",$atoms2," atoms\n\n"; 
  print F2 "2 atom types\n";        #<<COMPILE INPUT 2 or 5 
  print F2 "1 bond types\n"; 
  print F2 "12 extra bond per atom\n\n"; 
  print F2 "  0.00  ",$sdx,"  xlo xhi\n"; 
  print F2 "  0.00  ",$sdy,"  ylo yhi\n"; 
  print F2 "  0.00  ",$sdz,"  zlo zhi\n"; 
  print F2 "\n\nAtoms\n\n"; 
 
 
open F1,"< dump_PM.dump" or die $!; 
 
### echo coordinates ### 
# skip input lines until time step discovered  
  do {  
        @words = split; 
        $_=<F1>; 
     }  
  until(/$TIMESTEP/ and $words[1]=~/TIMESTEP/); 
 
# skip next 8 lines leaving line pointer at first line of coords  
  foreach my $i (1..8) { $_=<F1>;};  
 
###COMPILE INPUT>>> 
  #$sc1=1.0;   $sc2=0.0;           #R1-1 ?? 
  #$sc1=0.94;  $sc2=1.12246/2.0;   #R2-1 R3-1 
   $sc1=0.92;  $sc2=1.12246/1.9;   #R4-1 
 
$mx=0;  $my=0;  $mz=0; $atoms=0; 
 
# echo remaining lines until new state found 
  do{   
      @words = split; 
       
      $w0=$words[0];  $w1=$words[1];  $w2=$words[2]; 
      $w3=$words[3];  $w4=$words[4];  $w5=$words[5]; 
      $w6=$words[6];   
 
      $w4=$sc1*$w4 + $sc2; 
      $w5=$sc1*$w5 + $sc2; 
      $w6=$sc1*$w6 + $sc2; 
 
      if($w4>$mx) {$mx = $w4;} 
      if($w5>$my) {$my = $w5;} 
      if($w6>$mz) {$mz = $w6;} 
 
      print F2 $w0,"  ",$w1,"  ",$w2,"  ";   
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      print F2 $w3,"  ",$w4,"  ",$w5,"  ";  
      print F2 $w6,"\n";  
 
      #print F2 $_;   
      $_=<F1>;  
      $atoms++; 
    }  





open F3,"< dump_PE.dump" or die $!; 
 
### echo coordinates ### 
# skip input lines until time step discovered  
  do {  
        @words = split; 
        $_=<F3>; 
     }  
  until(/$TIMESTEP/ and $words[1]=~/TIMESTEP/); 
 
 
# skip next 8 lines leaving line pointer at first line of coords  
  foreach my $i (1..8) { $_=<F3>;};  
 
# echo remaining lines until new state found 
  do{   
      @words = split; 
       
      $w0=$words[0];  $w1=$words[1];  $w2=$words[2]; 
      $w3=$words[3];  $w4=$words[4];  $w5=$words[5]; 
      $w6=$words[6];   
 
      $w4=$sc1*$w4+$sc2; 
      $w5=$sc1*$w5+$sc2; 
      $w6=$sc1*$w6+$sc2; 
 
      if($w4>$mx) {$mx = $w4;} 
      if($w5>$my) {$my = $w5;} 
      if($w6>$mz) {$mz = $w6;} 
 
      print F2 $w0,"  ",$w1,"  ",$w2,"  ";   
      print F2 $w3,"  ",$w4,"  ",$w5,"  ";  
      print F2 $w6,"\n";  
 
      #print F2 $_;   
      $_=<F3>;  
      $atoms++; 
 
    }  
  until(!/^[0-9]/); 
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close F3;  
 
printf "prc atoms = %f %d\n",$prc,$atoms; 







# filt_coords_PM-2.pl 28 May 2016 J.B 
# Purpose: filter LAMMPS dump files for use in percolation  
# Usage: perl filt_coords_PM-2.pl    







#$TIMESTEP = 0; 
#$TIMESTEP = 1000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 2400; 
$TIMESTEP = 10000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 50000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 100000; 
#$TIMESTEP  = 1000000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 5000000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 10000000; 
 
# skip input lines until time step discovered  
  do {  
        @words = split; 
        $_=<F1>; 
     }  
  until(/$TIMESTEP/ and $words[1]=~/TIMESTEP/); 
 
# skip next 8 lines leaving line pointer at first line of coords  
 
  foreach my $i (1..8) { $_=<F1>;};  
 




  @words = split; 
 
    printf F2 "%i  %i  %f  %f  %f 
\n",$words[0],$words[2],$words[4],$words[5],$words[6]; 
  








# filt_coords_PE-2.pl 28 May 2016 J.B 
# purpose: filter LAMMPS dump files for use in percolation programs 
 
# usage: # perl filt_coords_PE-2.pl    
   
# UNIX command to sort       sort -n < outfile > sorted file  
 
# input: 1. compiletime time-step 
#        2. lammps dumpfile from NVT or NPT 







#$TIMESTEP = 0; 
#$TIMESTEP = 1150; 
#$TIMESTEP = 2400; 
$TIMESTEP = 10000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 50000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 100000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 500000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 1000000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 5000000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 10000000; 
 
# skip input lines until time step discovered  
  do {  
        @words = split; 
        $_=<F1>; 
     }  
  until(/$TIMESTEP/ and $words[1]=~/TIMESTEP/); 
 
# skip next 8 lines leaving line pointer at first line of coords  
 
  foreach my $i (1..8) { $_=<F1>;};  
 




  @words = split; 
  printf F2 "%i  %i  %f  %f  %f 
\n",$words[0],$words[2],$words[4],$words[5],$words[6]; 








# filt_coords_PM-R.pl 13Aug2016 J.B 
# purpose: filter LAMMPS dump PM files 







#$TIMESTEP = 0; 
$TIMESTEP = 10000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 50000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 100000; 
#$TIMESTEP  = 1000000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 5000000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 10000000; 
 
# skip input lines until time step discovered  
  do {  
        @words = split; 
        $_=<F1>; 
     }  
  until(/$TIMESTEP/ and $words[1]=~/TIMESTEP/); 
 
# skip next 8 lines leaving line pointer at first line of coords  
 
  foreach my $i (1..8) { $_=<F1>;};  
 





  @words = split; 
                                      # id typ x y z 




  $_=<F1>; 
} 
 
close F1; close F2; 
 
 
/*   
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dist3.c  13Aug2016 J.Bedard         
Purpose: compute distance between all atoms and output bond pairs list 
Usage: dist3.c <Rm> 
*/  
 
# include <stdio.h> 
# include <stdlib.h> 
# include <math.h> 
# include <string.h> 
 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
 
  FILE *fp1;  fp1=fopen("coords_PM-R.dump","r"); 
  FILE *fp2;  fp2=fopen("bonds_PM.dump","w"); 
 
  double C[50000][4];  /* 0..14999 #atoms,[id] [type,x,y,z]  
                                              0   1 2 3  */ 
  int   cnt, atoms,id; 
  int   i,j; 
  float   x,y,z,typ;         /* scanf reads float only */ 
  double  x2,y2,z2; 
  double  D,D2,Rmin,Rmax; 
  char str[20],cv; 
   
    Rmin=1.0;    
    strcpy(str,argv[1]);   Rmax  = (double)atof(str);    
     
/*** get coords LOAD Crd[id][typ x y z]  ***/ 
/* first index is atom id */ 
  atoms=1; cv='A';  
  while(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
    cv=fscanf(fp1,"%d %f %f %f %f\n",&id,&typ,&x,&y,&z); 
    C[atoms][0]=(double)typ;   
    C[atoms][1]=(double)x;    
    C[atoms][2]=(double)y;   
    C[atoms][3]=(double)z; 
    atoms++;  





/*  for(i=1;i<=atoms;i++) 
printf("%d %lf %lf %lf %lf\n",i,C[i][0],C[i][1],C[i][2],C[i][3]); */ 
 
  cnt=1; 
  for(i=1;i<=atoms-1;i++) 
  { 
    for(j=i+1;j<=atoms;j++) 
    { 
      x2 = pow(C[i][1]-C[j][1],2); 
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      y2 = pow(C[i][2]-C[j][2],2); 
      z2 = pow(C[i][3]-C[j][3],2); 
      D2 = x2+y2+z2;  
      D  = sqrt(D2); 
      if((i!=j)&&(D>=Rmin)&&(D<=Rmax))  
      { 
        fprintf(fp2,"%d %d %d 1 %f 0.00\n",cnt,i,j,D); 
        cnt++; 
      } 
    } 
  } 
 









# include <stdio.h> 
# include <stdlib.h> 
# include <math.h> 
# include <string.h> 
 
 
/* Global Variables */ 
int  zp;   // zap acheived 0 1 
char cv;   // control variable 
 
/*   
zap2.c  26April 2017 J.Bedard          
Purpose: Compute percolation threshold 
Usage: zap2 <Number of H atoms> 
*/  
 
int Trav(int i, int zap, int *Vis, int Lnk[15000][25], int *minA, int 
*maxA); 
 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
 
  FILE *fp1;  fp1=fopen("bonds_PM.dump","r"); 
  FILE *fp2;  fp2=fopen("coords_PM-R.dump","r"); 
   
  int atoms; 
  int Mates;                /* max numb bonds atoms can have */ 
  int cnt,dm;               /* count, dimension */ 
  int i,j,k,l;              /* dummy indexes    */ 
  int id,L,R,typ;           /* atom Left Right  */ 
  int mp1,mp2;              /* mate pointers    */ 
  int zap,zp;               /* zap status       */ 
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  char  str[20]; 
  float thr_max, thr_min, min1,max1; /* endzone */ 
  float x,y,z,d_side,z_thk; 
     
  /* recursion may limit size of folling arrays           */ 
  int minA[10001];      /* minA = sets atoms to start from*/ 
  int maxA[10001];      /* maxA = set atoms to finish to  */ 
  int  Vis[15001];      /* 0..999 # atoms visited or not  */ 
  int  Lnk[15001][25];  /* 0..999 #atoms, 0..9 #mates  
                        /* [i]   [mp M1,M2,M3...M19] 
                            0     0  1  2  3 ...19 */ 
  float Crd[15001][4];  /* 0..999 #atoms,[id][type,x,y,z]  
                                               0   1 2 3  */ 
atoms = atoi(argv[1]);  
 
/*** Compile input >> ***/   
  
     Mates = 24;     
     d_side=22.4492;  
     z_thk = 0.1;                    
     thr_min =      z_thk *d_side;   
     thr_max = (1.0-z_thk)*d_side;   
 
/*** BLOCK Get Mates ie LOAD Lnk[][] ***/ 
/* as long as perc only among PM, #atoms = PM only */ 
  for(i=0;i<=atoms;i++) for(j=0;j<=Mates;j++) Lnk[i][j]=0; 
 
/* input bond pairs */ 
  cv='A'; 
  while(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
    cv=fscanf(fp1,"%d %d %d %f %f %f\n",&i,&L,&R,&x,&y,&z); 
    mp1=Lnk[L][0];      
    mp2=Lnk[R][0]; 
    Lnk[L][mp1+1]=R;    
    Lnk[R][mp2+1]=L; 
    mp1++; Lnk[L][0]=mp1; 
    mp2++; Lnk[R][0]=mp2; 
  } 
  
/*** BLOCK get coords ie LOAD Crd[][]  ***/ 
  cnt=1; 
  while(cnt<=atoms) 
  { 
    fscanf(fp2,"%d %d %f %f %f\n",&id,&typ,&x,&y,&z); 
    Crd[id][0]=typ;  /* cvt from int to float */  
    Crd[id][1]=x;   Crd[id][2]=y;  Crd[id][3]=z; 
    cnt++; 
  } 
 
/*** LOOP OVER ALL 3 DIMS ***/ 
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zp = 0; /* initialize percolation not found yet */ 
dm = 1; 
while((zp==0) && (dm<=3)) 
{ 
  /* Build sets minA and maxA to zap from to */ 
    for(i=1;i<=atoms;i++) {minA[i]=0; maxA[i]=0;} 
 
    min1=1000.0; /* assumed min val to be grown      */ 
    max1=0.0;    /* assumed max val to be reduced    */ 
    j=1; k=1;    /* pointers for set minA[] & maxA[] */ 
    for(i=1;i<=atoms;i++) 
    { 
      if(Crd[i][dm]<min1)     min1=Crd[i][dm]; 
      if(Crd[i][dm]>max1)     max1=Crd[i][dm]; 
      if(Crd[i][dm]<=thr_min) {minA[j]=i; j++;} 
      if(Crd[i][dm]>=thr_max) {maxA[k]=i; k++;} 
    } 
  
  
    /***visit nodes by recursion until zap ***/ 
 
    l=1;  /* index of set minA[] */ 
    while(minA[l]!=0) 
    { 
      for(i=0;i<=atoms;i++) Vis[i]=0;  
      zp=Trav(minA[l],zap,Vis,Lnk,minA,maxA);       
      l++; 
    } 
 
    if(zp==1) 
      {printf("Zap2(%d) %6.3f  %6.3f\n",dm,min1,max1);} 
    else {dm++;} 
 








int Trav(int i, int zap, int *Vis, int Lnk[15001][25], int *minA, int 
*maxA) 
{ 
  int mp_max,j,k,n; 
 
  n=1; zap=0; while(maxA[n]!=0){if(i==maxA[n]) zap=1; n++;} 
  
  if(zap==1) zp = 1; 
   
  Vis[i]=1; 
  mp_max=Lnk[i][0]; 
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  for(j=1;j<=mp_max;j++) 
  { 
    k = Lnk[i][j]; 
    if(Vis[k]==0) Trav(k,zap,Vis,Lnk,minA,maxA);  
  } 






/*   
  CNHH.c  20Feb17 J.Bedard  
  Purpose: compute Coord. Number for H-H, Sweet spot--No PBC 
  Usage: CNHH 
*/  
# include <stdio.h> 
# include <stdlib.h> 
# include <math.h> 
# include <string.h> 
 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
 
  FILE *fp1;  fp1=fopen("coords_PM.dump","r"); 
   
  float C[100000][4];             // [id][type,x,y,z]                                           
  int   cnt, Atoms,id,i,j,act; 
  float  x,y,z,typ;          
  float  dx,dy,dz; 
  float  xi,xj,yi,yj,zi,zj,cn,EZ; 
  float  D,Rmin,Rmax,sx,sy,sz; 
  char   str[20],cv; 
   
  /* strcpy(str,argv[1]);   Rmax  = (float)atof(str); */ 
  Rmax = 1.26;  
  
  Rmin=1.0;      EZ=0.1; 
  sx = 22.4492;  sy=sx;  sz=sx;       
     
/*** get coords LOAD Crd[id][typ x y z]  ***/ 
/* first index is atom id */ 
  Atoms=1; cv='A';  
  while(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
    cv=fscanf(fp1,"%d %f %f %f %f\n",&id,&typ,&x,&y,&z); 
    C[Atoms][0]=typ;      C[Atoms][1]=x;    
    C[Atoms][2]=y;        C[Atoms][3]=z; 
    Atoms++;  
  } 
  Atoms=Atoms-2; 
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  cnt=0;     // total bonds~bonds/atom  
  act=0;     // atom count in sweet-spot            
  for(i=1;i<=Atoms;i++) 
  { 
    xi=C[i][1];  yi=C[i][2];  zi=C[i][3];  
    if((xi>=EZ*sx)&&(xi<=(1.0-EZ)*sx)){ 
    if((yi>=EZ*sy)&&(yi<=(1.0-EZ)*sy)){   
    if((zi>=EZ*sz)&&(zi<=(1.0-EZ)*sz)){ 
      act++; 
      for(j=i+1;j<=Atoms;j++) 
      { xj=C[j][1];  yj=C[j][2];  zj=C[j][3];   
        dx = xi-xj;  dy = yi-yj;  dz = zi-zj; 
        D  = sqrt(dx*dx+dy*dy+dz*dz); 
        if((i!=j)&&(D>=Rmin)&&(D<=Rmax)) cnt++;} 
      }}}  
   } 
 
cn= (float)cnt/(float)act; 
printf("PM Bnds atoms CN:  %d %d %d %6.3f\n",Atoms,cnt,act,cn); 
 
close(fp1); return(0); } 
 
 
/*   
  pa64.c  10Apr17 J.Bedard      
  Purpose: Compute average local normalized pseudo entropy of Mixing -
-> "state" measure of disorder 
  S = kb*ln(Partition function) --> velocity entropy dQ/T 
  Usage: pa64 
*/  
 
# include <stdio.h> 
# include <stdlib.h> 
# include <math.h> 
# include <string.h> 
 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
 
  FILE *fp1;  fp1=fopen("coords_PM.dump","r"); 
  FILE *fp2;  fp2=fopen("coords_PE.dump","r"); 
   
  float C[60001][4];  /* [id] [type,x,y,z]  [0 1 2 3]  */ 
  
 
  int     n1,n2,atoms,id,PM,PE; 
  int     i,j,cnt_i,RR3; 
  float  accu_S,L,EZ,lo,hi; 
  float  rn1,rn2;                 /* real n1   real n2 */ 
  float  x,y,z,typ;        
  float  dx2,dy2,dz2; 
  float  X1,X2,S,Vf; 
  float  D,Rmin,Rmax; 
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  char    str[20],cv; 
   
  /* strcpy(str,argv[1]);   Rmin  = atof(str);  */ 
  /* strcpy(str,argv[1]);   Rmax  = 3.0*atof(str); */   
  /* strcpy(str,argv[3]);   L  = atof(str);     */ 
  /* strcpy(str,argv[4]);   EZ  = atof(str);    */     
  /* strcpy(str,argv[1]);   RR3  = atoi(str);   */ 
 
  RR3=64;   
 
Rmin=1.0;    Rmax=2.0*1.12246; 
L=22.4492;   EZ=0.25;    //EZ=0.2;    
lo = EZ*L;   hi = (1.0-EZ)*L; 
cnt_i=0; 
 
/*** Load PM coords to C[id][typ=1 x y z]  ***/ 
  PM=-1;     /* off by 1 error x2 due to eof() */ 
  cv='A';  
  while(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
    cv=fscanf(fp1,"%d %f %f %f %f\n",&id,&typ,&x,&y,&z); 
    if((x>lo)&&(x<=hi)&& (y>lo)&&(y<=hi)&&(z>lo)&&(z<=hi)) 
    { C[cnt_i][0]=typ;   
      C[cnt_i][1]=x;    
      C[cnt_i][2]=y;   
      C[cnt_i][3]=z; 
      PM++; cnt_i++;  
    } 
  } 
close(fp1); 
 
/*** Load PE coords to C[id][typ=2 x y z]  ***/ 
  PE=-1;  cv='A';  
  while(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
    cv=fscanf(fp2,"%d %f %f %f %f\n",&id,&typ,&x,&y,&z); 
    if((x>lo)&&(x<=hi)&& (y>lo)&&(y<=hi)&&(z>lo)&&(z<=hi)) 
    { C[cnt_i][0]=typ;   
      C[cnt_i][1]=x;    
      C[cnt_i][2]=y;   
      C[cnt_i][3]=z; 
      PE++;  cnt_i++; 
    }  
  } 
close(fp2); 
 
Vf = 0.0; 
atoms=PM+PE; 
//lo = 2.0*lo;  hi = 0.5*hi; 
accu_S=0.0;  cnt_i=0; 
 




  /* count all atoms within Rmax of atom i */ 
 
  n1=0; n2=0;  
  if( (C[i][1]>=lo)&&(C[i][1]<=hi) ) 
    { if( (C[i][2]>=lo)&&(C[i][2]<=hi) ) 
      {  if( (C[i][3]>=lo)&&(C[i][3]<=hi) ) 
        { for(j=1;j<=atoms;j++) 
           { 
             dx2 = pow(C[i][1]-C[j][1],2); 
             dy2 = pow(C[i][2]-C[j][2],2); 
             dz2 = pow(C[i][3]-C[j][3],2); 
             D = sqrt(dx2+dy2+dz2); 
             if((i!=j)&&(D>=Rmin)&&(D<=Rmax))  
             { 
               if((int)C[j][0]==1) n1++; 
               if((int)C[j][0]==2) n2++; 
             } 
           } 
           if((n1!=0)&&(n2!=0)) 
           { 
             rn1=(float)n1;  
             rn2=(float)n2; 
             rn2= rn2/(float)RR3;   /* invariant R11 R21 R31 */ 
            /* X1 = rn1/(rn1+rn2);   cvt to intrinsic       
               X2 = rn2/(rn1+rn2); 
               S = rn1*log(X1)+rn2*log(X2); 
               S = -S/(rn1+rn2);     extrinsic to intrinsic  
               accu_S = accu_S + S;  */ 
             cnt_i++; 
             Vf = Vf + rn1/(rn1+rn2); 
           } 
     }}} 
 
  }  /* endfor_i */ 
 
printf("\n       PM  PE:  %d  %d\n",PM,PE); 
printf("cnt_i  accu_S:  %d  %f\n",cnt_i,accu_S); 
if(cnt_i!=0) 
{ 
  S =  accu_S/(float)cnt_i;  /* S reused as avg S */ 
  Vf = 100.0*Vf/(float)cnt_i; 
}   
else S=0.0;; 







Appendix B.  Programs used in hard-shell modeling for particle deformation (Chapter 3) 
 
The following list is one example of the order in which the programs in this appendix were run to 
produce the output for deformable H and E phase particles simulations per this paper.  All programs in 
this appendix were run on a model ASUS 2.53 GHZ laptop running 64 bit Windows 7 Home Premium 
2009.   LAMMPS © was run on the West Virginia University High Performance Cluster running a UNIX 
operating system. 
 
Order of execution programs used in study of particle deformation per pseudo-sintering 
 
Programs filt_coord_PM-2.pl and filt_coord_PE-2.pl are the same as those listed in appendix A. 
<p> is an inline parameter standing for volume fraction = number fraction = number fraction = NH / 
(NH+NE). 
<ts> stands for time step in Leonard-Jones units.  ts = 3800 timesteps from most results in this study. 
 
Run program    Explanation      Page 
1. filt_coords_PM-2.pl  Strip unnecessary information from data file.  App. A  
2. filt_coords_PE-2.pl  Strip unnecessary information from data file.  App. A 
3. glob3.c <p>   Replace all H coordinates with 125 point cubes  108 
4. lammps < input_MIX7.txt Run Lammps.  See appendix C for MIX7 script.   
5. lammps < input_redump.txt Remove all but coordinates from single timestep. 
6. filt_coords_PM-mol-R.pl Strip away unnecessary information from data file. 111 
7. filt_coords_PE-mol.pl  Strip away unnecessary information from data file. 112 
8. Rg3.pl <ts> <p>   Compute table of Rg values for each cluster. 113 
9. dist9M.c  <p>   Create file of bond pairs between molecules  117 
107 
10. ZapM.c  <p>   Recurse through bond pairs and test for percolation 121 
11. CNHH-M.c   Compute c.n. between H phase clusters   124 
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Programs used in Chapter 3 
 
/* 
glob3.c  6May17 J.Bedard decended from glob2.c 
Purpose: Substitute 125 point globs at all H locations  
Usage: glob1 <%Vf>  
*/ 
 
# include <stdio.h> 
# include <stdlib.h> 
# include <math.h> 
# include <string.h> 
# define ROWS 126 
# define COLS 4 
 
int Sphr1(int mol, float difx, float dify, float difz, int dm, float 
M[ROWS][COLS], float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float 
dz,int ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1); 
 
int Mol(int mol, float difx, float dify, float difz, int dm, float 
M[ROWS][COLS], float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float 
dz,int ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1); 
 
int Box1(int mol, float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float 
dz,int ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1); 
 
int Box2(int mol, float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float 
dz,int ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1); 
 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
 
FILE *fp1;  fp1=fopen("data2.dat","w"); 
 
int   i,j,k,atoms0,atoms,sx,sy,sz,ndx,typ,Q,id; 





char  str[20],cv; 
 
/* CONSTANTS & <<COMPILE */ 
  D   = 1.12246; 
  dx  = D/5.0;        dy  = dx;     dz = dx;  
  a = 0;   
  ndx = 1;        typ = 1;      Q = 0; 
  x   = dx/2.0;   y = dy/2.0;   z = dz/2.0;   
  sx  = 25;       sy  = sx;     sz  = sx; 
  sdx = 20*D;    sdy = sdx;    sdz = sdx; 
  difx = 0.0;    dify = 0.0;    difz=0.0; 
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  XX  = 2.5*dx;  YY = XX;       ZZ = YY; 
  ss=3; div=5; 
  mol1=2; // PM(H) mol1 2..10 
  mol2=1; // PE(E) mol2 1 only 
   
  strcpy(str,argv[1]);   Vf = atof(str); 
 
  atoms0=8000; 
  //atoms = 8*pow(5,3)*(Vf*atoms0)+atoms0*(1-Vf);     
    atoms =   pow(5,3)*(Vf*atoms0)+atoms0*(1-Vf); 
 
  fprintf(fp1,"\n\n   %d atoms\n\n",atoms); 
  fprintf(fp1,"2 atom types\n"); 
  fprintf(fp1,"1 bond types\n"); 
  fprintf(fp1,"12 extra bond per atom\n\n"); 
  fprintf(fp1,"  %7.4f  %7.4f  xlo xhi\n",-a,sdx+a); 
  fprintf(fp1,"  %7.4f  %7.4f  ylo yhi\n",-a,sdy+a); 
  fprintf(fp1,"  %7.4f  %7.4f  zlo zhi\n",-a,sdz+a); 
  fprintf(fp1,"\n\nAtoms\n\n"); 
 
 
/*  Load initial molecular pts */  
atoms=0; typ=1; dm=0;     /* dm=numb pts in mol */         
for(k=1;k<=div;k++) 
{ 
  for(j=1;j<=div;j++) 
  { 
    for(i=1;i<=div;i++) 
    { 
      dm++; M[dm][1]=x; M[dm][2]=y; M[dm][3]=z;  
      x = x + dx; 
    } 
    x=dx/2.0; y = y + dy; 
  } 




  FILE *fp2;  fp2=fopen("coords_PM.dump","r"); 
  A1=-1; cv='A';  
  while(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
    cv=fscanf(fp2,"%d %d  %f %f %f\n",&id,&typ,&x,&y,&z); 
    difx =x - 0.5*D; dify =y - 0.5*D; difz =z - 0.5*D; 
if(cv!=EOF){ 
ndx=Mol(mol1,difx,dify,difz,dm,M,x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1);} 
    A1++;  
    //if(mol1%10==0){mol1=1;} 
    mol1++;  
  } 




  FILE *fp3;  fp3=fopen("coords_PE.dump","r"); 
  A2=-1;cv='A';  
  while(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
    cv=fscanf(fp3,"%d %d  %f %f %f\n",&id,&typ,&x,&y,&z); 
    if(cv!=EOF){ 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,mol2,typ,Q,x,y,z);} 
    A2++; ndx++; 
  } 
  close(fp3); 
 
printf("PM= %d   PE= %d\n",A1,A2); 






int Mol(int mol, float difx, float dify, float difz, int dm, float 
M[ROWS][COLS],float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float 
dz,int ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1) 
{ 
  int i; 
  if(typ==2) 
  { 
    srand(time(NULL));  
    dm = (int)((float)dm*(0.5*(rand()/RAND_MAX)+0.5)); 
  } 
  for(i=1;i<=dm;i++) 
  { 
    x=M[i][1]+difx; 
    y=M[i][2]+dify; 
    z=M[i][3]+difz; 
    if(typ==1) ndx=Box1(mol,x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1); //Box2 
    else       ndx=Box1(mol,x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1); 
  } 
  return(ndx); 
} 
 
int Sphr1(int mol, float difx, float dify, float difz, int dm, float 
M[ROWS][COLS],float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float 
dz,int ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1) 
{ 
  int i; 
   
    x=x+difx; 
    y=y+dify; 
    z=z+difz; 
    ndx=Box1(mol,x,y,z,dx,dy,dz,ndx,typ,Q,fp1); 
 




int Box1(int mol, float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float 
dz,int ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1) 
{ 
  fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,mol,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; 




int Box2(int mol,float x, float y, float z, float dx, float dy, float 
dz,int ndx, int typ, int Q,FILE *fp1) 
{ 
  int   i,j,k; 
  float x2,y2,z2; 
 
  x2=x; y2=y; z2=z;    /* always adjust from initial xyz */ 
  dx = dx/4.0;  dy = dy/4.0;  dz = dz/4.0;  
 
         x=x2+dx; y=y2+dy; z=z2+dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,mol,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; x=x2+dx; y=y2+dy; z=z2-dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,mol,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; x=x2+dx; y=y2-dy; z=z2+dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,mol,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; x=x2+dx; y=y2-dy; z=z2-dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,mol,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
 
  ndx++; x=x2-dx; y=y2+dy; z=z2+dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,mol,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; x=x2-dx; y=y2+dy; z=z2-dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,mol,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; x=x2-dx; y=y2-dy; z=z2+dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,mol,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; x=x2-dx; y=y2-dy; z=z2-dz; 
    fprintf(fp1,"%d %d %d %d  %f %f %f\n",ndx,mol,typ,Q,x,y,z); 
  ndx++; 






# filt_coords_PM-mol-R.pl (renumbered) 22Feb17 J.B 
# purpose: filter dump attimestep for dist5M.c mol bonds list  
#          OUTPUT HAS MOLECUL FIELD--BUT PAPR1 FILT PROGS DO NOT 




 $TIMESTEP = $ARGV[0]; 
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#$TIMESTEP = 0; 
#$TIMESTEP = 2400; 
#$TIMESTEP = 2900; 
#$TIMESTEP = 3400; 
#$TIMESTEP = 3800; 
#$TIMESTEP = 3900; 
#$TIMESTEP = 10000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 50000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 100000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 500000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 10000000; 
 




# skip input lines until time step discovered  
  do {  
        @words = split; 
        $_=<F1>; 
     }  
  until(/$TIMESTEP/ and $words[1]=~/TIMESTEP/); 
 
# skip next 8 lines leaving line pointer at first line of coords  
 
  foreach my $i (1..8) { $_=<F1>;};  
 





  @words = split;                   # id mol typ x y z 
  printf F2 "%i  %i  %i  %f  %f  %f 
\n",$cnt,$words[1],$words[2],$words[4],$words[5],$words[6]; 
  $cnt=$cnt+1; 
  $_=<F1>; 
} 
 




# filt_coords_PE-mol.pl  28 May 2016 J. Bedard 
# purpose: filter LAMMPS dump files for use in perc.c 








 $TIMESTEP = $ARGV[0]; 
#$TIMESTEP = 0; 
#$TIMESTEP = 1150; 
#$TIMESTEP = 2400; 
#$TIMESTEP = 2900; 
#$TIMESTEP = 3400; 
#$TIMESTEP = 3800; 
#$TIMESTEP = 3900; 
#$TIMESTEP = 10000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 50000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 100000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 500000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 1000000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 5000000; 
#$TIMESTEP = 10000000; 
 
 
# skip input lines until time step discovered  
  do {  
        @words = split; 
        $_=<F1>; 
     }  
  until(/$TIMESTEP/ and $words[1]=~/TIMESTEP/); 
 
# skip next 8 lines leaving line pointer at first line of coords  
 
  foreach my $i (1..8) { $_=<F1>;};  
 




  @words = split; 
 
    printf F2 "%i  %i  %f  %f  %f 
\n",$words[0],$words[2],$words[4],$words[5],$words[6]; 
  
  $_=<F1>; 
} 
 





# Rg3.pl  6Mar17  J. Bedard   
# Purpose: compute Rg array    
# USAGE Rg3.pl <timestep> <Vf>  
 
use POSIX; 
# >> means append, > means overwrite 
#system("rm *_Out*.dat"); 
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#open INFILE, $ARGV[0] or die $!; 
 open INFILE, "< dump3_PM.dump" or die $!; 
open OUTFILE, "> Rg_Out.dat"  or die $!;  
#open OUTFILE2,">>Rg_Out-time.dat" or die $!;   
open OUTFILE3,"> RA.dat",  or die $!;      
open OUTFILE4,"> H.dat",   or die $!;            
 
## COMPILE INPUT >>  because not dont know E blocks  
#our $numb_H=27.0;         
#our $numb_E=98.0;         
$numb_H = 8000*$ARGV[1];     # number of H molecules (globs) 
#$numb_E = $ARGV[4];         # number of E spheres 
$numb_E = 8000-$numb_H; 
 
our @M,@MS;              # matrix with position data  
our @CM;                 # CoM histogram forall molecules 
our @RA;                 # Radius of gyration Array 
our @H;                  # Histogram 
our $Xcm,$Ycm,$Zcm;      # CoM coordinates     
#our $Fac      = $ARGV[1];   # Fac = 1~125 or 8~1000  
our $Fac      = 1;   # Fac = 1~125 or 8~1000  
our $timestep = $ARGV[0];   # time step  
our @length;             # length, width, height of box i/o 
our $atomnum;            # number of atoms for i/o only 
our $cl = 125.0*$Fac;    #chain length--numbr atoms/molecule 
our $sd = 25.0+1.0;      #number spheres on side simula box 
our $cs = 5.0;           #side of cube single in RR=1 dia 
our $lim = 0.001;        # needed to remove 0.0-0.0 dist calcs 
our $D   = 1.12246;      # particle diameter 
 
  
### BLOCK LOAD ARRAY M WITH ATOM DATA ### 
       
      # skip lines until time step is found  
        while(!($_=~/$timestep/))  { $_ = <INFILE>; }   
       
      # get dims of box and skip lines to get to position data   
        $_ = <INFILE>;  # skip item2  
        $_ = <INFILE>;  
        my @numline = split; 
        $atomnum = $numline[0]; 
  
      $_ = <INFILE>;    # skip item3  
      $_ = <INFILE>;  
        my @boxline = split;        
        $length[0] = $boxline[1] - $boxline[0];  
 
      $_ = <INFILE>;   
        my @boxline = split; 
        $length[1] = $boxline[1] - $boxline[0]; 
 
      $_ = <INFILE>;  
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        my @boxline = split;     
        $length[2] = $boxline[1] - $boxline[0]; 
        $_ = <INFILE>; $_ = <INFILE>; 
 
 # load array M[row][col]  
      our $MAXy  = 0.0; 
      our $sizeM = 1;     # number of coordinates 
      our $max   = 0;     # max index of molecules 
      while($_ =~ /^\d/)  # while first character is a number 
      { 
         @line = split; 
           $M[$sizeM][0] = $line[0];      # id renumbered  
           $M[$sizeM][1] = $line[1];      # mol 
           $M[$sizeM][2] = $line[2];      # typ 
           $M[$sizeM][3] = $line[3];      # Q 
           $M[$sizeM][4] = $line[4];      # x 
           $M[$sizeM][5] = $line[5];      # y 
           $M[$sizeM][6] = $line[6];      # z 
           $sizeM++;            # count rows ie atoms loaded   
           if($line[1]>$max)  {$max =$line[1];}  
           if($line[5]>$MAXy) {$MAXy=$line[5];} 
        $_ = <INFILE>; 
      }; #endwhile  
      $sizeM=$sizeM-1; 
 
### END BLOCK TO LOAD M ### 
 
 
### Compute Rg ### 
 
for(my $i=1; $i<=$max; $i++) 
{ 
  $CM[$i][1]=0.0;$CM[$i][2]=0.0;$CM[$i][3]=0.0;   
  $RA[$i]=0.0;    
  $H[$i]=0; 
} 
 
# array of CoMs 
for(my $i=1; $i<=$sizeM; $i++) 
{ 
  $CM[$M[$i][1]][1] = $CM[$M[$i][1]][1]+$M[$i][4]; 
  $CM[$M[$i][1]][2] = $CM[$M[$i][1]][2]+$M[$i][5]; 
  $CM[$M[$i][1]][3] = $CM[$M[$i][1]][3]+$M[$i][6]; 
} 
 
for(my $i=1; $i<=$max; $i++) 
{ 
  $CM[$i][1] = $CM[$i][1]/$cl; 
  $CM[$i][2] = $CM[$i][2]/$cl; 





# array of Rg values 
for(my $j=1;$j<=$max;$j++)  # forevery molecule j 
{ 
  $dfx=$dfy=$dfz=0.0; 
  for(my $i=1;$i<=$sizeM;$i++) #forall atoms in each molecule 
  { 
    if($M[$i][1]==$j)  
    { 
      $dfx=abs($M[$i][4]-$CM[$j][1]); 
      $dfy=abs($M[$i][5]-$CM[$j][2]); 
      $dfz=abs($M[$i][6]-$CM[$j][3]); 
        
      if($dfx>$lim){$RA[$j]=$RA[$j]+$dfx**2;} 
      if($dfy>$lim){$RA[$j]=$RA[$j]+$dfy**2;} 
      if($dfz>$lim){$RA[$j]=$RA[$j]+$dfz**2;} 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
# average Rg 
our $accu = 0.0;          
for(my $j=1;$j<=$max;$j++) 
{ 
  if($RA[$j]>$lim)    #0.1 
  { 
    $RA[$j]= sqrt($RA[$j]/$cl); 
    $accu  = $accu + $RA[$j]; 
  } 
} 
 
### HISTOGRAM ### 
 
$maxRA=0.0;  $minRA=1000.0; $lm=50; 
for(my $j=1;$j<=$max;$j++) 
{ 
  if($RA[$j]>$maxRA) {$maxRA=$RA[$j];} 
  if($RA[$j]<$minRA) {$minRA=$RA[$j];} 
} 
 




  for(my $j=0;$j<=$lm;$j++) 
  { 
    if( ($RA[$i]>=$minRA+$j*$difRA) and ($RA[$i]<$minRA+($j+1)*$difRA) 
)   {  $H[$j]++; } 








### OUTPUT ### 
  printf "time=%d #H-mol= %d #atoms=%d\n",$timestep,$numb_H,$sizeM; 
 
printf OUTFILE "time= $timestep \n";  
printf OUTFILE "i     Xcm         Ycm         Zcm         Rg\n"; 
  for(my $i=1; $i<=$max; $i++) 
  {   
    printf OUTFILE "%d  %f   %f   %f    
%f\n",$i,$CM[$i][1],$CM[$i][2],$CM[$i][3],$RA[$i]; 
    printf OUTFILE3 "%d  %f   %f   %f    
%f\n",$i,$CM[$i][1],$CM[$i][2],$CM[$i][3],$RA[$i]; 
 
  } 
    printf "average Rg= %f\n",$accu/$numb_H; 
    printf OUTFILE "average Rg= %f\n",$accu/$numb_H; 
 
#printf OUTFILE2 "%d   %f\n",$timestep,$accu/$numb_H; 
 
# alternate use of Rg_Out2 to graph packing fraction f 
  if(1==2){ 
    printf "%d\n",$timestep; 
    $Vh = ($numb_H+$numb_E)*($cs*$D)**3; 
    $Vb = (($sd*$D)**2) * ($MAXy+$D/2.0); 
    $f  = $Vh/$Vb; 
    printf OUTFILE2 "%d  %f  %f\n",$timestep,$MAXy,$f;} 
 
#printf "max numb of mol=%d  atoms processed=%d\n",$max,$sizeM; 
 
 
close INFILE;  
close OUTFILE;  





# include <stdio.h> 
# include <stdlib.h> 
# include <math.h> 
# include <string.h> 
 
 
/*   
  dist9M.c  4July17 J.Bedard   
  Purpose: compute distances between particle clusters 




int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
 
        /*[id 1..1000][0mol,1typ,2x,3y,4z]*/  
  float C1[1001][5];    /* glob1 */ 
  float C2[1001][5];    /* glob2 */ 
  float RA[6001][5];    /* radius gyra for each glob */ 
                                                
  int    cnt;                      /* bonds count */ 
  int    cnt2;                     /* generic count for QC */ 
  int    tatoms,atom1,atom2,id; 
  int    i,j,k,l,Mato,Mmol,Mmol2;  
  int    m1,m2;                  /* mol1 mol2       */ 
  int    fred, mary, paul; 
  float  ffred, fmary, fpaul; 
  float  x,y,z,typ,mol,AVG;        
  float  x2,y2,z2; 
  float  D,D2,Rmin,Rmax; 
  float  aD2,minD2; 
  float  DD1,DD2,RelD;            /* pt dist from Rg */ 
  float  L2,R2; 
  float  SF1,SF2;                 /* SF1 scaling factor */ 
  float  Dia,Vf; 
  char   str[20],cv; 
 
  FILE *fp1;  fp1=fopen("coords3_PM-mol-R.dump","r"); 
  FILE *fp2;  fp2=fopen("bonds_PM.dump","w"); 
  FILE *fp3;  fp3=fopen("RA.dat","r"); 
  FILE *fp4;  fp4=fopen("dist_out.dat","w"); 
    
    /* strcpy(str,argv[1]);   Rmin  = (float)atof(str);  
    strcpy(str,argv[2]);   Rmax  = (float)atof(str);  
    strcpy(str,argv[3]);   Mato  =        atoi(str);  */    
    strcpy(str,argv[1]);   Vf  =        atof(str);  




Mmol=(int)((Vf*8000)+1.5);  // PM+1 
printf("%d\n",Mmol); 
Rmin=0.0;   
//Rmax=0.36; revised 4July17 
Rmax = 3.0; 
Mato=125;    
 
fred=0; 
aD2=0;    // average minimum distance over all globs 
cnt=1;    // bonds count 
Mmol2=2;  // computer found max molecule id 
minD2=1000; // minimum distance for all globs in range 
cnt2=0; 
Dia = 1.12246; 
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/*** read in coords of both globs***/ 
for(i=2;i<=Mmol-1;i++) 
{ 
  for(j=i+1;j<=Mmol;j++) 




  for(j=3;j<=2001;j++) 
  { */ 
   
  RelD = pow(RA[i][1]-RA[j][1],2) + pow(RA[i][2]-RA[j][2],2) + 
pow(RA[i][3]-RA[j][3],2); 




   
  tatoms=0; atom1=0; atom2=0; cv='A';  
  while(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
    cv=fscanf(fp1,"%d %f %f %f %f %f\n",&id,&mol,&typ,&x,&y,&z); 
    if(mol>=(float)Mmol2) {Mmol2=(int)mol;} 
    if(cv!=EOF) 
    { 
      if((i==(int)mol)&&(atom1<Mato)) 
      { 
        atom1++;  
        C1[atom1][0]= mol;   C1[atom1][1]= typ;  
        C1[atom1][2]= x;     C1[atom1][3]= y;  C1[atom1][4]= z; 
      } 
     
      if((j==(int)mol)&&(atom2<Mato)) 
      { 
        atom2++; 
        C2[atom2][0]= mol;   C2[atom2][1]= typ;  
        C2[atom2][2]= x;     C2[atom2][3]= y;  C2[atom2][4]= z; 
      } 
      tatoms++; 
    } 
  } 
  fseek(fp1,0,SEEK_SET);  
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/* compute minimum dist for all atoms between two globs*/ 
  D2=1000.0; 
  for(k=1;k<=Mato;k++) 
  { 
    for(l=1;l<=Mato;l++) 
    { 
      m1=C1[k][0];  m2=C2[l][0]; 
 
       
      DD1=pow(C1[k][2]-RA[m1][1],2)+pow(C1[k][3]-
RA[m1][2],2)+pow(C1[k][4]-RA[m1][3],2); 
      DD2=pow(C2[l][2]-RA[m2][1],2)+pow(C2[l][3]-
RA[m2][2],2)+pow(C2[l][4]-RA[m2][3],2); 
 
      DD1=sqrt(DD1);   DD2=sqrt(DD2); 
 
      if(DD1>SF1*RA[m1][4]) fred++; 
      if(DD2>SF2*RA[m2][4]) fred++; 
 
      if((DD1<=SF1*RA[m1][4])&&(DD2<=SF2*RA[m2][4])) 
      { 
        x2 = pow(C1[k][2]-C2[l][2],2); 
        y2 = pow(C1[k][3]-C2[l][3],2); 
        z2 = pow(C1[k][4]-C2[l][4],2); 
        D = sqrt(x2+y2+z2);  
        if((C1[i][0]!=C2[j][0])&&(D>=Rmin)&&(D<=Rmax))  
          {if(D<D2) {L2=C1[k][0]; R2=C2[l][0]; D2=D;}}  
      } 
    }   
  } 
   
  //if((C1[i][0]!=C2[j][0])&&(D2>=Rmin)&&(D2<=Rmax))  
  if((D2>=Rmin)&&(D2<=Rmax))  
  { 
    fprintf(fp2,"%d  %4.0f  %4.0f  %f  0.0\n",cnt,L2,R2,D2);  
    cnt++;  aD2=aD2+D2; if(D2<minD2){minD2=D2;} 
  } 
 
}  //for j 
 
}  //endif 
 
  if(i%100==0){printf("i,j,cnt:%d  %d  %d  DD1,DD2:%f  
%f\n",i,j,cnt,DD1,DD2);} 
  




printf("Rmin=%6.3f  Rmax=%6.3f\n",Rmin,Rmax); 
printf("Mmol_id=%d  total bonds=%d\n",Mmol2,cnt-1);   
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printf("Dmin=%6.3f  Davg=%6.3f\n",minD2,aD2/(float)(cnt-1)); 
printf("freds=%d   percent freds=%6.3f%\n",fred,SF1*100); 
 
fprintf(fp4,"Rmin=%d     Rmax=%d\n",Rmin,Rmax); 
fprintf(fp4,"Mmol_id=%d  total bonds=%d\n",Mmol2,cnt-1);   
fprintf(fp4,"Dmin=%6.3f  Davg=%6.3f\n",minD2,aD2/(float)(cnt-1)); 
fprintf(fp4,"freds=%d   percent freds=%6.3f%\n",fred,SF1*100); 
 
// need dummy bond in bonds file so never empty 
  if(cnt<=1){fprintf(fp2,"1  1  1 0.1  0.1\n");}  
 






# include <stdio.h> 
# include <stdlib.h> 
# include <math.h> 
# include <string.h> 
 
/* Global Variables */ 
int  zp;   // zap acheived 0 1  NEEDED else error 
char cv;   // control variable 
 
/* zapM.c  26April 2017 J.Bedard          
Purpose: Zaps are bad so find max vol_fract PM where no gelation event 
where conductivity sharply increases 
USAGE zapM <PM> 
*/  
 
int Trav(int i, int zap, int *Vis, int Lnk[15000][25], int *minA, int 
*maxA); 
 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
 
  FILE *fp1; fp1=fopen("bonds_PM.dump","r"); 
  FILE *fp2; fp2=fopen("coords3_PM-mol-R.dump","r"); 
   
  int glob;              /* number of globs ~ atoms */   
  //int atoms;         
  int Mates;             /* max numb bonds glob can have */ 
  int cnt,dm;            /* count, dimension */ 
  int i,j,k,l,p,lg;      /* dummy indexes    */ 
  int id,L,R,typ,mol;    /* atom Left Right  */ 
  int mp1,mp2;           /* mate pointers    */ 
  int zap,zp;            /* zap status       */ 
  char  str[20],cv; 
  float x,y,z,D,dum; 
  float Vf; 
  float min1,max1;            /* min max xyz found */ 
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  float thr_max, thr_min;     /* endzone           */ 
  float d_side, z_thk,crd;       
   
     
  /* recursion may limit size of folling arrays          */ 
  int minA[5001];      /* minA = set globs to start      */ 
  int maxA[5001];      /* maxA = set globs to finish     */ 
  int  Vis[5001];      /* #glob visited or not           */ 
                       /* Lnk each row a glob with mates */ 
  int  Lnk[15001][25]; /* [i][mp M1,M2,M3...M24]         */ 
                       /*     0  1  2  3 ...24           */ 
   
  Vf  = atoi(argv[1]);  
  glob=(int)((Vf*8000)+1.5);   
   
  //atoms = atoi(argv[2]); 
   
/*** Compile input >> ***/   
      Mates = 24;     
     d_side=22.4492;  
     z_thk = 0.05;  /* small EZ just edge of mol needed */                  
     thr_min =      z_thk *d_side;   
     thr_max = (1.0-z_thk)*d_side;   
 
/*** BLOCK Get Mates ie LOAD Lnk[][] ***/ 
 
 for(i=0;i<=glob;i++) for(j=0;j<=Mates;j++) Lnk[i][j]=0;  
 
/* input coordinate pairs */ 
  cv='A'; 
  while(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
    cv=fscanf(fp1,"%d %d %d %f %f\n",&i,&L,&R,&D,&dum); 
    mp1=Lnk[L][0];      
    mp2=Lnk[R][0]; 
    Lnk[L][mp1+1]=R;    
    Lnk[R][mp2+1]=L; 
    mp1++; Lnk[L][0]=mp1; 
    mp2++; Lnk[R][0]=mp2; 
  } 
   
/*** LOOP OVER ALL 3 DIMS ***/ 
zp = 0; 
dm  = 2; /* 2~x  3~y  4~z  */ 
while((zp==0) && (dm<=4)) 
{ 
    /* Build sets minA and maxA */ 
    for(i=1;i<=5000;i++) {minA[i]=0; maxA[i]=0;}  
 
    min1=1000.0; /* minimum coord value found        */ 
    max1=0.0;    /* maximum coord value found        */ 
    j=0; k=0;    /* pointers for set minA[] & maxA[] */ 
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  cnt=0;    
  cv='A'; 
 
  while(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
  if(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
    cv=fscanf(fp2,"%d %d %d %f %f %f\n",&id,&mol,&typ,&x,&y,&z); 
    if(dm==2)crd=x; if(dm==3)crd=y; if(dm==4)crd=z; 
    if(crd<thr_min) 
    { 
      lg=0; for(p=1;p<=j;p++){if(mol==minA[p]) lg=1;} 
      if(lg!=1) {minA[j+1]=mol; j++;} 
    } 
    if(crd>thr_max) 
    { 
      lg=0; for(p=1;p<=k;p++){if(mol==maxA[p]) lg=1;} 
      if(lg!=1) {maxA[k+1]=mol; k++;} 
    }  
    if(crd<min1) min1=crd;  if(crd>max1) max1=crd; 
    cnt++; 
  } //endif 
 
  } //endwhile 
 
  fseek(fp2, 0, SEEK_SET); 
   
  /*** visit nodes by recursion until zap ***/ 
   
    l=1;   
    while(minA[l]!=0) 
    { 
      for(i=0;i<=glob;i++) Vis[i]=0;  
      zp=Trav(minA[l],zap,Vis,Lnk,minA,maxA);       
      l++; 
    } 
    
    if(zp==1)  
      {printf("ZapM(%d)\n",dm-1);} 
    else {dm++;} 
 
 /*** output ***/ 
   /* printf(" minA[]:"); 
    i=1;  while(minA[i]!=0) {printf("%d  ",minA[i]); i++;} 
    printf("\n maxA[]:"); 
    i=1;  while(maxA[i]!=0) {printf("%d  ",maxA[i]); i++;} 
    printf("\n"); 
    printf("dim:%d  %6.3f  %6.3f\n",dm-1,min1,max1); */ 
     
} /* endwhile */  
 





int Trav(int i, int zap, int *Vis, int Lnk[15001][25], int *minA, int 
*maxA) 
{ 
  int mp_max,j,k,n; 
 
  n=1; zap=0; while(maxA[n]!=0){if(i==maxA[n]) zap=1; n++;} 
  if(zap==1) zp=1; 
  Vis[i]=1; 
  mp_max=Lnk[i][0]; 
   
  for(j=1;j<=mp_max;j++) 
  { 
    k = Lnk[i][j]; 
    if(Vis[k]==0) Trav(k,zap,Vis,Lnk,minA,maxA);  
  } 





# include <stdio.h> 
# include <stdlib.h> 
# include <math.h> 
# include <string.h> 
 
/* 
  CNHH-M.c    18June17 J.Bedard   
  Purpose: compute Coord.Numb. for H-E, Sweet spot--No PBC 
  Usage: CNHH-M  
*/  
 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
 
  float C1[80001][5];    // H pts [id][type,x,y,z,mol] 
  int    M[8001];        // molcules used 
  int   cnt;             //  bonds count 
  int   PM,PE;           //  total H  E atoms 
  int   id,i,j,tims; 
  int   mol;             //  
  float  x,y,z,typ;          
  float  dx,dy,dz; 
  float  xi,xj,yi,yj,zi,zj,CN,EZ; 
  float  D,Rmin,Rmax,sx,sy,sz; 
  char   str[20],cv; 
   
  /*strcpy(str,argv[1]);   Rmin  = atof(str);   
   strcpy(str,argv[2]);   Rmax  = atof(str);   
   strcpy(str,argv[1]);   tims  = atoi(str);  */ 
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Rmin = 0;   
//Rmax= 0.240028;   revised 4July17 
  Rmax = 0.25; 
  
  // COMPILE INPUT>> 
  tims=0; 
  EZ=0.2;            //sweet spot excluding outer EZ% of box 
  sx = 20*1.12246;   sy=sx;  sz=sx;       
  
for(i=0;i<=8001;i++){M[i]=0;} 
    
/*** get coords LOAD Crd[id][typ x y z,mol]  ***/ 
  FILE *fp1;  fp1=fopen("coords3_PM-mol-R.dump","r"); 
  PM=1; cv='A';  
  while(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
    cv=fscanf(fp1,"%d %d %f %f %f %f\n",&id,&mol,&typ,&x,&y,&z); 
    if((x>=EZ*sx)&&(x<=(1.0-EZ)*sx)){ 
    if((y>=EZ*sy)&&(y<=(1.0-EZ)*sy)){   
    if((z>=EZ*sz)&&(z<=(1.0-EZ)*sz)){ 
      M[mol]=1; 
      C1[PM][0]=typ;    C1[PM][1]=x;    
      C1[PM][2]=y;      C1[PM][3]=z;     
      C1[PM][4]=mol; 
      PM++;  
    }}} 
  } 
  PM=PM-1;  close(fp1); 
   
   
//*** main 
  cnt=0;     // total bonds~bonds/atom  
  for(i=1;i<=PM;i++) 
  { 
    xi=C1[i][1];  yi=C1[i][2];  zi=C1[i][3];  
 
    if((xi>=EZ*sx)&&(xi<=(1.0-EZ)*sx)){ 
    if((yi>=EZ*sy)&&(yi<=(1.0-EZ)*sy)){   
    if((zi>=EZ*sz)&&(zi<=(1.0-EZ)*sz)){ 
       
      for(j=i+1;j<=PM;j++) 
      { xj=C1[j][1];  yj=C1[j][2];  zj=C1[j][3];   
        dx = xi-xj;  dy = yi-yj;  dz = zi-zj; 
        D  = sqrt(dx*dx+dy*dy+dz*dz);   
        if((i!=j)&&(C1[i][4]!=C1[j][4])&&(D>=Rmin)&&(D<=Rmax))        
cnt++;} 
      }}}  
   } 
 















# include <stdio.h> 
# include <stdlib.h> 
# include <math.h> 
# include <string.h> 
 
/*CNHE-M.c    14May 2017 J.Bedard   
  Purpose: compute Coord.Numb.for H-E, Sweet spot--No PBC 
  Usage: CNHE-M  
*/  
 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
 
  float C1[80001][4];    //  H pts [id][type,x,y,z] 
  float C2[8001][4];     //  E pts 
  int    M[8001];        //  molcules used 
  int   cnt;             //  bonds count 
  int   PM,PE;           //  total H  E atoms 
  int   id,i,j,tims; 
  int   mol;              
  float  x,y,z,typ;          
  float  dx,dy,dz; 
  float  xi,xj,yi,yj,zi,zj,CN,EZ; 
  float  D,Rmin,Rmax,sx,sy,sz; 
  char   str[20],cv; 
   
  /*strcpy(str,argv[1]); Rmin  = atof(str);   
  strcpy(str,argv[2]);   Rmax  = atof(str);   
  strcpy(str,argv[1]);   tims  = atoi(str); */  
 
Rmin = 0;   
Rmax= 0.72; // 3/5D*SF 
  
  // COMPILE INPUT>> 
  tims=0; 
  EZ=0.2;            //sweet spot excluding outer EZ% of box 
  sx = 20*1.12246;   sy=sx;  sz=sx;       
  
for(i=0;i<=8001;i++){M[i]=0;} 
    
/*** get coords LOAD Crd[id][typ x y z]  ***/ 
  FILE *fp1;  fp1=fopen("coords3_PM-mol-R.dump","r"); 
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  PM=1; cv='A';  
  while(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
    cv=fscanf(fp1,"%d %d %f %f %f %f\n",&id,&mol,&typ,&x,&y,&z); 
    if((x>=EZ*sx)&&(x<=(1.0-EZ)*sx)){ 
    if((y>=EZ*sy)&&(y<=(1.0-EZ)*sy)){   
    if((z>=EZ*sz)&&(z<=(1.0-EZ)*sz)){ 
      M[mol]=1; 
      C1[PM][0]=typ;    C1[PM][1]=x;    
      C1[PM][2]=y;      C1[PM][3]=z;    PM++;  
    }}} 
  } 
  PM=PM-1;  close(fp1); 
   
  FILE *fp2;  fp2=fopen("coords3_PE.dump","r"); 
  PE=1;cv='A';  
  while(cv!=EOF) 
  { 
    cv=fscanf(fp2,"%d %f %f %f %f\n",&id,&typ,&x,&y,&z); 
    if((x>=EZ*sx)&&(x<=(1.0-EZ)*sx)){ 
    if((y>=EZ*sy)&&(y<=(1.0-EZ)*sy)){   
    if((z>=EZ*sz)&&(z<=(1.0-EZ)*sz)){ 
      C2[PE][0]=typ;    C2[PE][1]=x;    
      C2[PE][2]=y;      C2[PE][3]=z;    PE++;  
    }}} 
  } 
  PE=PE-1;  close(fp2); 
 
//*** main 
  cnt=0;     // total bonds~bonds/atom  
  for(i=1;i<=PM;i++) 
  { 
    xi=C1[i][1];  yi=C1[i][2];  zi=C1[i][3];  
 
    if((xi>=EZ*sx)&&(xi<=(1.0-EZ)*sx)){ 
    if((yi>=EZ*sy)&&(yi<=(1.0-EZ)*sy)){   
    if((zi>=EZ*sz)&&(zi<=(1.0-EZ)*sz)){ 
       
      for(j=1;j<=PE;j++) 
      { xj=C2[j][1];  yj=C2[j][2];  zj=C2[j][3];   
        dx = xi-xj;  dy = yi-yj;  dz = zi-zj; 
        D  = sqrt(dx*dx+dy*dy+dz*dz);   
        if((i!=j)&&(D>=Rmin)&&(D<=Rmax)) cnt++;} 
      }}}  
   } 
 













Appendix C.   Lammps scripts 
 
The following script files are selected input scripts used by Lammps © for this study.  Files need to 
be adjusted and customized depending on particles size and volume fraction of particles.  The scripts 
presented here are applied for no-affinity (Noa) conditions.  To apply scripts for the Affinity (Adh) 
conditions, extend the sigma parameters as needed.  All LAMMPS scripts were run with LAMMPS 
version compiled May 2016 with following command:  lmp < input_file.txt 
 
 
Index of LAMMPS scripts  Explanation      Page 
1. input_MIX.txt  Used in MIX stage for all particle sizes    130 
2. input_COOL1.txt Used in EQU stage for RH/RE = 1, 2, 3, and for R=all  131 
3. input_COOL2.txt Used in GEL stage for RH/RE = 1, 2, 3, and for R=all  132 
4. input_EQU1.txt  Used in EQU stage for RH/RE = 4    134 
5. input_EQU2.txt  Used in EQU stage for RH/RE = 4 following EQU1  135  
6. input_GEL1.txt  Used in GEL stage for RH/RE = 4    136 
7. input_GEL2.txt  Used in GEL stage for RH/RE = 4 following GEL1  138  






LAMMPS script files used in this study 
 
# MIX  All studies regardless of particle size use this script to mix 
the phases with periodic boundary conditions on 
# RUNS8/MIX/R11/B   27 Oct 16 J.Bedard  
# Decended from RUNS3/MIX 
# Purpose: Mix simp cubic  
# RR=1   
 
units   lj 
neigh_modify delay 5 every 1 
boundary   p p p 
atom_style  full 
bond_style      fene 
#angle_style cosine 
pair_style lj/cut 2.5 
special_bonds lj/coul 0.0 1.0 1.0 
read_data  data1.dat     # created by pmpe1.c 
#read_restart restart_MIX 
 
mass 1 10.0     # PM CFO atm wt = 10* 234.6248/234.6264 
mass 2 13.8785  # PE PZT atm wt = 10* 325.6246/2.4.6264 /RR^3 
 
group PM type 1 
group PE type 2 
 
# 1:1 L-J  Left-Right   eps  sig  cut    
  pair_coeff 1 1 10.0 1.0  1.12246 
  pair_coeff 1 2 10.0 1.0  1.12246 
  pair_coeff 2 2 10.0 1.0  1.12246 
 
# fene K R0 eps sig  IMAGINARY PERCOLATION BOND 
 bond_coeff 1  0.0 10.0 0.0 10.0  # R0 and sig large 
 
# THERMO OUTPUT 
thermo  10000 
thermo_style custom elapsed temp press pe ke  
thermo_modify flush yes 
restart         10000000 restart    
timestep  0.002 
 
# dump format required for dist perc post proc and VMD  
dump 2 PM custom 100000 dump_PM.dump id mol type q x y z 
dump 3 PE custom 100000 dump_PE.dump id mol type q x y z 
 
velocity all create 0.01 234231 
 
# warm up to allow PE to equilibrate 









# input_COOL1.txt used for EQU phase RH/RE = 1,2,3 
# RUNS7/R11/Adh/B64 23 Oct16  J.Bedard  
# 1) 10M MIX    2) 0.1M equilibrate     
# Purpose: Grow to Pf=0.64 fix/reflect glass trans 
# TIME = 0.1M, Temp cold,  eps=20,  RR=1    
 
units   lj 
neigh_modify delay 5 every 1 
boundary   ff ff ff 
atom_style  full 
bond_style      fene 
#angle_style cosine 
pair_style lj/cut 2.5 
special_bonds lj/coul 0.0 1.0 1.0 
read_data  data2.dat          # cvt_res_inp3.pl 
#read_restart restart  
 
mass  1 10.0     # PM CFO atm wt = 10*234.6248/234.6248  
mass  2 13.8785  # PE PZT atm wt = 10*325.6246/234.6248 /RR^3 
 
group PM type 1 
group PE type 2 
 
# fene K R0 eps sig  IMAGINARY PERCOLATION BOND 
 bond_coeff 1  0.0 10.0 0.0 10.0  # R0 and sig large 
 
# THERMO OUTPUT 
thermo  1000 
thermo_style custom step temp press pe ke    
thermo_modify flush yes 
restart         10000 restart    
timestep  0.002 
 
# dump format required for dist and perc post processing   
dump 2 PM custom 10000 dump_PM.dump id mol type q x y z 
dump 3 PE custom 10000 dump_PE.dump id mol type q x y z 
 
# COMPACT atoms -y dir 
  #fix 2 all gravity 0.05 spherical -90 90 
  #fix 2 all addforce 0.0 -0.015 0.0 
 
  fix 3 all wall/reflect xlo EDGE xhi EDGE ylo EDGE yhi EDGE zlo EDGE 
zhi EDGE 
  
  #fix 3 all wall/gran 2000 NuLL 50 NuLL 0.5 0 yplane 0 11.2 
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# CENTER OF MASS 
  compute CoM PM com 
 fix myCoM PM ave/time 1000 1 1000 c_CoM file CoM.dat mode vector 
 
velocity all create 0.02 234231 
 
# 0   L-J     R L   eps   sig  cut    
  #pair_coeff  1 1   1.0  1.0  1.12246 
  #pair_coeff  1 2   1.0  1.0  1.12246 
  #pair_coeff  2 2   1.0  1.0  1.12246 
   
# 10   L-J     R L  eps   sig     cut   x (0.64/0.5236)^1/3 
# cut = sig x 1.25 
  pair_coeff  1 1  1.0  1.069203  1.200134 
  pair_coeff  1 2  1.0  1.069203  1.200134 
  pair_coeff  2 2  1.0  1.069203  1.200134 
 





# input_COOL2.txt used for EQU phase RH/RE = 1,2,3 
# RUNS7/R11/NoA/B64 24Oct16  J.Bedard  
# Requires: cvt_dmp_inp3.pl shrink coords to smaller box 
# 1) 10M MIX      2) 0.1M equilibrate       3)10K COMPress  
# Purpose: Compress sides 21-->20 sphr diameters glass trans  
# TIME = 0.1M, Temp cold,  eps=20,  RR=1    
 
units   lj 
neigh_modify delay 5 every 1 
boundary   ff ff ff 
atom_style  full 
bond_style      fene 
#angle_style cosine 
pair_style lj/cut 2.5 
special_bonds lj/coul 0.0 1.0 1.0 
read_data  data3.dat          # cvt_res_inp3.pl 
#read_restart restart  
 
mass  1 10.0     # PM CFO atm wt = 10*234.6248/234.6248  
mass  2 13.8785  # PE PZT atm wt = 10*325.6246/234.6248 /RR^3 
 
group PM type 1 
group PE type 2 
 
# fene K R0 eps sig  IMAGINARY PERCOLATION BOND 
 bond_coeff 1  0.0 10.0 0.0 10.0  # R0 and sig large 
 
# THERMO OUTPUT 
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thermo  100 
thermo_style custom step temp press pe ke    
thermo_modify flush yes 
restart         10000 restart    
timestep  0.002 
 
# dump format required for dist and perc post processing   
dump 2 PM custom 10000 dump_PM.dump id mol type q x y z 
dump 3 PE custom 10000 dump_PE.dump id mol type q x y z 
 
# COMPACT atoms -y dir 
  #fix 2 all gravity 0.05 spherical -90 90 
  #fix 2 all addforce 0.0 -0.015 0.0 
 
  #fix 3 all wall/reflect xlo EDGE xhi EDGE ylo EDGE yhi EDGE zlo EDGE 
zhi EDGE 
  
  #fix 3 all wall/gran 2000 NuLL 50 NuLL 0.5 0 yplane 0 11.2 
 
# CENTER OF MASS 
  compute CoM PM com 
 fix myCoM PM ave/time 100 1 100 c_CoM file CoM.dat mode vector 
 
velocity all create 0.02 234231 
 
# 0   L-J     R L   eps   sig  cut    
  #pair_coeff  1 1   1.0  1.0  1.12246 
  #pair_coeff  1 2   1.0  1.0  1.12246 
  #pair_coeff  2 2   1.0  1.0  1.12246 
   
# 10   L-J     R L  eps   sig     cut   x (0.64/0.5236)^1/3 
  pair_coeff  1 1  1.0  1.069203  1.200134 
  pair_coeff  1 2  1.0  1.069203  1.200134 
  pair_coeff  2 2  1.0  1.069203  1.200134 
 
fix 1 all nvt temp 0.02 0.01 5 
   
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  20.0  0.561231  0.62996 
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  20.0  0.561231  0.62996 
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  20.0  0.561231  0.62996 
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  20.0  0.561231  0.62996  
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  20.0  0.561231  0.62996 











# input_EQU1.txt used for RH/RE = 4 EQU stage 1 of 2 
# RR4/EQU B1 mass2 x 10 to stabalize 5Apr17 J. Bedard 
# Decended from: RU10A/GROW/R31/Adh/  
# Purpose: GROW (0.755/0.5236)^(1/3)  NO Affinity 
# TIME = 0.1M, Temp cold,  eps=10,  RR=4   
 
units   lj 
neigh_modify delay 5 every 1 
boundary   ff ff ff 
atom_style  full 
bond_style      fene 
#angle_style cosine 
pair_style lj/cut 2.5 
special_bonds lj/coul 0.0 1.0 1.0 
read_data  data2.dat          # cvt_res_inp2.pl 
#read_restart restart  
 
mass  1 100.0  # PM CFO atm wt = 100* 234.6248/234.6248    
mass  2 20.169  # PE PZT atm wt = 100* 325.6246/234.6248 /RR^3 
 
group PM type 1 
group PE type 2 
 
# fene K R0 eps sig  IMAGINARY PERCOLATION BOND 
 bond_coeff 1  0.0 10.0 0.0 10.0  # R0 and sig large 
 
# THERMO OUTPUT 
thermo  500 
thermo_style custom step temp press pe ke    
thermo_modify flush yes 
restart         50000 restart    
timestep  0.002 
 
# dump format required for dist and perc post processing   
dump 2 PM custom 50000 dump_PM.dump id mol type q x y z 
dump 3 PE custom 50000 dump_PE.dump id mol type q x y z 
 
# COMPACT atoms -y dir 
  #fix 2 all gravity 0.05 spherical -90 90 
  #fix 2 all addforce 0.0 -0.015 0.0 
 
  fix 3 all wall/reflect xlo EDGE xhi EDGE ylo EDGE yhi EDGE zlo EDGE 
zhi EDGE 
  #fix 3 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE 1.0 1.0 1.12246  
  #fix 3 all wall/gran 2000 NuLL 50 NuLL 0.5 0 yplane 0 11.2 
 
# CENTER OF MASS 
  compute CoM PM com 
 fix myCoM PM ave/time 1000 1 1000 c_CoM file CoM.dat mode vector 
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velocity all create 0.02 234231 
   
# sig11 = 1.0*(0.755/0.5236)^1/3       cut11 = 1.12246sig11 
# sig12 = 0.625sig11                   cut12 = 1.12246sig12 
# sig22 = 0.25sig11                    cut22 = 1.12246sig22 
# 4:1   L-J     R L  eps   sig        cut     
  pair_coeff 1 1 10.0  1.129750   1.268099 
  pair_coeff 1 2 10.0  0.706094   0.792562 
  pair_coeff 2 2 10.0  0.282438   0.317025 
 







# input_EQU2.txt used for RH/RE = 4 EQU stage 2 of 2 
# RR4/EQU B2 5Apr17 J. Bedard 
# Decended from: RU10A/GROW/R31/Adh/  
# Purpose: GROW (0.755/0.5236)^(1/3)  Affinity 
# TIME = 0.1M, Temp cold,  eps=10,  RR=4   
 
units   lj 
neigh_modify delay 5 every 1 
boundary   ff ff ff 
atom_style  full 
bond_style      fene 
#angle_style cosine 
pair_style lj/cut 2.5 
special_bonds lj/coul 0.0 1.0 1.0 
read_data  data2a.dat          # cvt_res_inp2.pl 
#read_restart restart  
 
mass  1 100.0  # PM CFO atm wt = 100* 234.6248/234.6248    
mass  2 2.169  # PE PZT atm wt = 100* 325.6246/234.6248 /RR^3 
 
group PM type 1 
group PE type 2 
 
# fene K R0 eps sig  IMAGINARY PERCOLATION BOND 
 bond_coeff 1  0.0 10.0 0.0 10.0  # R0 and sig large 
 
# THERMO OUTPUT 
thermo  500 
thermo_style custom step temp press pe ke    
thermo_modify flush yes 
restart         50000 restart    
timestep  0.002 
 
# dump format required for dist and perc post processing   
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dump 2 PM custom 50000 dump_PM.dump id mol type q x y z 
dump 3 PE custom 50000 dump_PE.dump id mol type q x y z 
 
# COMPACT atoms -y dir 
  #fix 2 all gravity 0.05 spherical -90 90 
  #fix 2 all addforce 0.0 -0.015 0.0 
 
  fix 3 all wall/reflect xlo EDGE xhi EDGE ylo EDGE yhi EDGE zlo EDGE 
zhi EDGE 
  #fix 3 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE 1.0 1.0 1.12246  
  #fix 3 all wall/gran 2000 NuLL 50 NuLL 0.5 0 yplane 0 11.2 
 
# CENTER OF MASS 
  compute CoM PM com 
 fix myCoM PM ave/time 1000 1 1000 c_CoM file CoM.dat mode vector 
 
velocity all create 0.02 234231 
   
# sig11 = 1.0*(0.755/0.5236)^1/3       cut11 = 1.12246sig11 
# sig12 = 0.625sig11                   cut12 = 1.12246sig12 
# sig22 = 0.25sig11                    cut22 = 1.12246sig22 
# 4:1   L-J     R L  eps   sig        cut     
  pair_coeff 1 1 10.0  1.129750   1.268099 
  pair_coeff 1 2 10.0  0.706094   0.792562 
  pair_coeff 2 2 10.0  0.282438   0.317025 
 









# input_GEL1.txt used for RH/RE = 4 GEL stage part 1 of 2 
# RR4/RU1/GEL/Noa/B1 mass2 x 10 5Apr17  J.Bedard  
# Purpose: Stage 1 relax stress Compress 21/20  NO AFFINITY 
# TIME = 1k, Temp 0.02-0.01, eps=2, RR=4 walls 0.018 over comp   
 
units   lj 
neigh_modify delay 5 every 1 
boundary   ff ff ff 
atom_style  full 
bond_style      fene 
#angle_style cosine 
pair_style lj/cut 2.5 
special_bonds lj/coul 0.0 1.0 1.0 
read_data  data3.dat            # cvt_res_inp3b.pl 
#read_restart restart  
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mass  1 100.0  # PM CFO atm wt = 100* 234.6248/234.6248    
mass  2 20.168  # PE PZT atm wt = 100* 325.6246/234.6248 /RR^3 
 
group PM type 1 
group PE type 2 
 
# fene K R0 eps sig  IMAGINARY PERCOLATION BOND 
 bond_coeff 1  0.0 10.0 0.0 10.0  # R0 and sig large 
 
# THERMO OUTPUT 
thermo  100 
thermo_style custom step temp press pe ke    
thermo_modify flush yes 
restart         10000 restart    
timestep  0.002 
 
# dump format required for dist and perc post processing   
dump 2 PM custom 10000 dump_PM.dump id mol type q x y z 
dump 3 PE custom 10000 dump_PE.dump id mol type q x y z 
 
# COMPACT atoms -y dir 
  #fix 2 all gravity 0.05 spherical -90 90 
  #fix 2 all addforce 0.0 -0.015 0.0 
 
  #fix 3 all wall/reflect xlo EDGE xhi EDGE ylo EDGE yhi EDGE zlo EDGE 
zhi EDGE 
  #fix 3 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE 1.0 1.0 1.12246  
  #fix 3 all wall/gran 2000 NuLL 50 NuLL 0.5 0 yplane 0 11.2 
 
# CENTER OF MASS 
#compute CoM PM com 
#fix myCoM PM ave/time 100 1 100 c_CoM file CoM.dat mode vector 
 
velocity all create 0.02 234231 
 
# sig11 = 1.0*(0.755/0.5236)^1/3       cut11 = 1.12246sig11 
# sig12 = 0.625sig11                   cut12 = 1.12246sig12 
# sig22 = 0.25sig11                    cut22 = 1.12246sig22 
# 4:1   L-J     R L  eps   sig        cut     
  pair_coeff 1 1 10.0  1.129750   1.253945 
  pair_coeff 1 2 10.0  0.706094   0.792562 
  pair_coeff 2 2 10.0  0.282438   0.317025 
 
fix 1 all nvt temp 0.02 0.01 5 
 
#  sig = sig0/2  cut=sig*1.12246 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  2.0  0.5  0.56123 
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  2.0  0.5  0.56123 
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  2.0  0.5  0.56123 
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  2.0  0.5  0.56123 
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  2.0  0.5  0.56123 
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# input_GEL2.txt used for RH/RE = 4 GEL stage part 2 of 2 
# RR4/RU1/GEL/Noa/B2 6Apr17  J.Bedard  
# Purpose: Stage 1 relax stress Compress 21/20  NO AFFINITY 
# time=10k(0.001),Temp=0.02-0.01, eps=10, RR=4  
 
units   lj 
neigh_modify delay 5 every 1 
boundary   ff ff ff 
atom_style  full 
bond_style      fene 
#angle_style cosine 
pair_style lj/cut 2.5 
special_bonds lj/coul 0.0 1.0 1.0 
read_data  data3b.dat            # cvt_res_inp3b.pl 
#read_restart restart  
 
mass  1 100.0  # PM CFO atm wt = 100* 234.6248/234.6248    
mass  2 2.168  # 2.168 PE PZT  = 100* 325.6246/234.6248 /RR^3 
 
group PM type 1 
group PE type 2 
 
# fene K R0 eps sig  IMAGINARY PERCOLATION BOND 
 bond_coeff 1  0.0 10.0 0.0 10.0  # R0 and sig large 
 
# THERMO OUTPUT 
thermo  10 
thermo_style custom step temp press pe ke    
thermo_modify flush yes 
restart         10000 restart    
timestep  0.001 
 
# dump format required for dist and perc post processing   
dump 2 PM custom 10000 dump_PM.dump id mol type q x y z 
dump 3 PE custom 10000 dump_PE.dump id mol type q x y z 
 
# COMPACT atoms -y dir 
  #fix 2 all gravity 0.05 spherical -90 90 
  #fix 2 all addforce 0.0 -0.015 0.0 
 
  #fix 3 all wall/reflect xlo EDGE xhi EDGE ylo EDGE yhi EDGE zlo EDGE 
zhi EDGE 
  #fix 3 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE 1.0 1.0 1.12246  
  #fix 3 all wall/gran 2000 NuLL 50 NuLL 0.5 0 yplane 0 11.2 
 
# CENTER OF MASS 
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#compute CoM PM com 
#fix myCoM PM ave/time 100 1 100 c_CoM file CoM.dat mode vector 
 
velocity all create 0.02 234231 
 
# sig11 = 1.0*(0.755/0.5236)^1/3       cut11 = 1.12246sig11 
# sig12 = 0.625sig11                   cut12 = 1.12246sig12 
# sig22 = 0.25sig11                    cut22 = 1.12246sig22 
# 4:1   L-J     R L  eps   sig        cut     
  pair_coeff 1 1 10.0  1.129750   1.253945 
  pair_coeff 1 2 10.0  0.706094   0.792562 
  pair_coeff 2 2 10.0  0.282438   0.317025 
 
fix 1 all nvt temp 0.02 0.01 5 
 
#  sig = sig0/2  cut=sig*1.12246 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  10.0  0.5  0.56123 
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  10.0  0.5  0.56123 
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  10.0  0.5  0.56123 
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  10.0  0.5  0.56123 
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  10.0  0.5  0.56123 






# input_MIX7.txt used for time evolution of clusters in Chapter 3 
# SNT/GLOB/G16  J.Bedard  
# 25May17  H-E cutoff revised to 1.25sig,  MIX6 NO AFFINITY 
#          wall eps changed to 20.0 
# Purpose: subst 125 pt cubes into papr1 GEL 
  
units   lj 
neigh_modify delay 5 every 1 
boundary   ff ff ff 
#boundary   p p p  
atom_style  full 
bond_style      fene 
#angle_style cosine 
pair_style lj/cut 2.5 
special_bonds lj/coul 0.0 1.0 1.0 
read_data  data2.dat     
#read_restart restart1.50000 
 
mass 1 50.0     # PM CFO atm wt = 10* 234.6248/234.6264 
mass 2 13.8784  # PE PZT atm wt = 10* 325.6246/234.6264 /RR^3 
 
group PM type 1 
group PE type 2 
 
# fene K R0 eps sig  IMAGINARY PERCOLATION BOND 
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 bond_coeff 1  0.0 10.0 0.0 10.0  # R0 and sig large 
 
# THERMO OUTPUT 
thermo  10 
thermo_style custom elapsed temp press pe ke  
thermo_modify flush yes 
restart         3800 restart1    
timestep  0.0002 
 
# dump format required for dist perc post proc and VMD  
dump 2 PM custom 100 dump2_PM.dump id mol type q x y z 
dump 3 PE custom 100 dump2_PE.dump id mol type q x y z 
 
# push atoms away from walls but not too much to merge globs 
  #fix 2 all gravity 0.05 spherical -90 90 
  #fix 1 all addforce 0.0 -0.015 0.0 
   
velocity all create 0.1 234231 
 
#fix 2 all wall/reflect xlo EDGE xhi EDGE ylo EDGE yhi EDGE zlo EDGE 
zhi EDGE 
 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  2.0  0.1 0.112246   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  2.0  0.1 0.112246   
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  2.0  0.1 0.112246  
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  2.0  0.1 0.112246   
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  2.0  0.1 0.112246   
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  2.0  0.1 0.112246   
 
# compressglobs 
fix 9 all nvt temp 0.1 0.005 5 
 
# cut=1.12246sig   cut=1.25sig 
# 1:1 L-J       L-R   eps  sig  cut    
  pair_coeff 1 1  0.5   0.01  0.0112246 
  pair_coeff 1 2  1.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  1.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 200 
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  0.5  0.015 0.0168369 
  pair_coeff 1 2  1.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  1.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 200 
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  0.5  0.025  0.0280615 
  pair_coeff 1 2  1.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  1.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 200 
 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  2.0  0.12 0.134695 
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  2.0  0.12 0.134695  
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  2.0  0.12 0.134695 
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fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  2.0  0.12 0.134695  
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  2.0  0.12 0.134695  
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  2.0  0.12 0.134695   
 
 
 pair_coeff 1 1  0.5  0.027  0.03030642 
  pair_coeff 1 2  1.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  1.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 200 
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  0.5   0.03  0.0336738 
  pair_coeff 1 2  1.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  1.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 200 
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  0.6   0.04  0.0448984 
  pair_coeff 1 2  2.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  2.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 200 
 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  3.0  0.14  0.157144 
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  3.0  0.14  0.157144 
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  3.0  0.14  0.157144 
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  3.0  0.14  0.157144 
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  3.0  0.14  0.157144  
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  3.0  0.14  0.157144  
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  0.6  0.045  0.050510 
  pair_coeff 1 2  2.0  0.6    0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  2.0  1.0    1.12246 
run 200 
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  0.6   0.05  0.056123 
  pair_coeff 1 2  2.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  2.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 200 
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  0.7   0.06  0.067348 
  pair_coeff 1 2  1.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  1.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 200 
 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  4.0  0.2 0.224492   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  4.0  0.2 0.224492 
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  4.0  0.2 0.224492 
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  4.0  0.2 0.224492  
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  4.0  0.2 0.224492   
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  4.0  0.2 0.224492   
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  0.7   0.07  0.0785572 
  pair_coeff 1 2  3.0  0.6   0.673476 




  pair_coeff 1 1  0.8   0.08  0.089797 
  pair_coeff 1 2  1.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  1.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 100 
 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  5.0  0.25 0.280615   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  5.0  0.25 0.280615 
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  5.0  0.25 0.280615 
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  5.0  0.25 0.280615  
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  5.0  0.25 0.280615   
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  5.0  0.25 0.280615   
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  0.8   0.09  0.101214 
  pair_coeff 1 2  4.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  4.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 100 
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  0.9   0.1   0.112246 
  pair_coeff 1 2  1.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  1.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 100 
 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  6.0  0.3  0.336738   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  6.0  0.3  0.336738   
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  6.0  0.3  0.336738   
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  6.0  0.3  0.336738    
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  6.0  0.3  0.336738     
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  6.0  0.3  0.336738     
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  0.9   0.11   0.123471 
  pair_coeff 1 2  5.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  5.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 100 
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.12  0.134695 
  pair_coeff 1 2  6.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  6.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 100 
 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  7.0  0.35  0.392861    
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  7.0  0.35  0.392861     
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  7.0  0.35  0.392861      
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  7.0  0.35  0.392861       
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  7.0  0.35  0.392861       
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  7.0  0.35  0.392861       
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.13  0.14592 
  pair_coeff 1 2  6.0  0.6   0.673476 




  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.14  0.157144 
  pair_coeff 1 2  7.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  7.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 100 
 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  7.5  0.4  0.448984   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  7.5  0.4  0.448984      
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  7.5  0.4  0.448984       
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  7.5  0.4  0.448984         
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  7.5  0.4  0.448984        
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  7.5  0.4  0.448984        
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.15  0.168369 
  pair_coeff 1 2  7.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  7.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 100 
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.16  0.179594 
  pair_coeff 1 2  8.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  8.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 100 
 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  8.0  0.45  0.505107   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  8.0  0.45  0.505107      
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  8.0  0.45  0.505107        
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  8.0  0.45  0.505107          
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  8.0  0.45  0.505107         
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  8.0  0.45  0.505107         
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.17  0.190818 
  pair_coeff 1 2  8.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  8.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 100 
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.18  0.202043 
  pair_coeff 1 2  9.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  9.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 100 
 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  8.0  0.475  0.533168   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  8.0  0.475  0.533168          
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  8.0  0.475  0.533168          
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  8.0  0.475  0.533168             
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  8.0  0.475  0.533168           
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  8.0  0.475  0.533168            
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.19  0.213267 
  pair_coeff 1 2  9.0  0.6   0.673476 




fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  10.0  0.5  0.56123   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  10.0  0.5  0.56123        
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  10.0  0.5  0.56123         
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  10.0  0.5  0.56123            
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  10.0  0.5  0.56123          
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  10.0  0.5  0.56123          
 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.2  0.224492 
  pair_coeff 1 2  10.0  0.6   0.673476 
  pair_coeff 2 2  10.0  1.0   1.12246 
run 100 
 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  12.0  0.5  0.56123   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  12.0  0.5  0.56123        
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  12.0  0.5  0.56123         
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  12.0  0.5  0.56123            
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  12.0  0.5  0.56123          
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  12.0  0.5  0.56123          
 
# 10   L-J     R L  eps   sig     cut   x (0.64/0.5236)^1/3 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.213841    0.400275 
  pair_coeff 1 2  10.0  0.641522   0.720083 
  pair_coeff 2 2  10.0  1.069203   1.200138 
run 100 
 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  14.0  0.5  0.56123   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  14.0  0.5  0.56123        
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  14.0  0.5  0.56123         
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  14.0  0.5  0.56123            
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  14.0  0.5  0.56123          
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  14.0  0.5  0.56123          
 
# 10   L-J     R L  eps   sig     cut   x (0.64/0.5236)^1/3 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.213841    0.400275 
  pair_coeff 1 2  10.0  0.641522   0.720083 




fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  16.0  0.5  0.56123   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  16.0  0.5  0.56123        
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  16.0  0.5  0.56123         
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  16.0  0.5  0.56123            
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  16.0  0.5  0.56123          
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  16.0  0.5  0.56123          
 
# 10   L-J     R L  eps   sig     cut   x (0.64/0.5236)^1/3 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.213841    0.400275 
  pair_coeff 1 2  10.0  0.641522   0.720083 




fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  18.0  0.5  0.56123   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  18.0  0.5  0.56123        
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  18.0  0.5  0.56123         
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  18.0  0.5  0.56123            
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  18.0  0.5  0.56123          
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  18.0  0.5  0.56123          
 
# 10   L-J     R L  eps   sig     cut   x (0.64/0.5236)^1/3 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.213841    0.400275 
  pair_coeff 1 2  10.0  0.641522   0.720083 




fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  19.0  0.5  0.56123   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  19.0  0.5  0.56123        
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  19.0  0.5  0.56123         
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  19.0  0.5  0.56123            
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  19.0  0.5  0.56123          
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  19.0  0.5  0.56123   
 
# 10   L-J     R L  eps   sig     cut   x (0.64/0.5236)^1/3 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.213841    0.400275 
  pair_coeff 1 2  10.0  0.641522   0.720083 
  pair_coeff 2 2  10.0  1.069203   1.200138 
run 100 
        
 
fix 3 all wall/lj126 xlo EDGE  20.0  0.5  0.56123   
fix 4 all wall/lj126 xhi EDGE  20.0  0.5  0.56123        
fix 5 all wall/lj126 ylo EDGE  20.0  0.5  0.56123         
fix 6 all wall/lj126 yhi EDGE  20.0  0.5  0.56123            
fix 7 all wall/lj126 zlo EDGE  20.0  0.5  0.56123          
fix 8 all wall/lj126 zhi EDGE  20.0  0.5  0.56123   
 
# 10   L-J     R L  eps   sig     cut   x (0.64/0.5236)^1/3 
  pair_coeff 1 1  1.0  0.213841    0.400275 
  pair_coeff 1 2  10.0  0.641522   0.720083 
  pair_coeff 2 2  10.0  1.069203   1.200138 
 
run 100 
 
 
 
